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FOREWORD

The NASA Langley Research Center in 1984 initiated a rotorcraft
structural dynamics program, designated DAMVIBS (Design Analysis
Methods for VIBrationS), with the objective of establishing the technology
base needed by the rotorcraft industry for developing an advanced finite-
element-based dynamics design analysis capability for vibrations. Under
the program, industry teams from Bell Helicopter Textron, Boeing
Helicopters, McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company, and Sikorsky
Aircraft have formed finite-element models, conducted ground vibration
tests, and made test/analysis comparisons of both metal and composite
airframes; conducted "difficult components" studies on airframes to
identify airframe components which need more complete finite-element

representation for improved correlation; and evaluated industry codes for
computing coupled rotor-airframe vibrations. In addition, work has been
initiated on establishing the role that structural optimization can play in the

airframe design process and developing computational procedures useful
for dynamics design work. Five Government/industry work-in-progress
meetings were held in connection with the activities. An assessment of the
program showed that the DAMVIBS Program has resulted in notable
technical achievements and major changes in industrial design practice, all
of which have significantly advanced the industry's capability to use and

rely on finite-element-based dynamics analyses during the design process.

A special session on finite-element analysis of rotorcraft vibrations
was held at the AIAA 33rd Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials
Conference, April 13-15, 1992, in Dallas, Texas, to collectively summarize
the accomplishments and contributions of the industry participants in the
DAMVIBS Program. The special session included five papers. The first
paper was an overview of the program from the perspective of the NASA
manager of the program. The subsequent papers presented more detailed
technical summaries of the specific accomplishments of the four industry
participants as viewed by their program managers. This document is a
compilation of the papers presented in that special session.

Raymond G. Kvaternik
Compiler
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NASA/Industry Design Analysis Methods for Vibrations
(DAMVIBS) Program - A Government Overview

Raymond G. Kvaternik*
NASA Langley Research Center

Hampton, Virginia

Abstract

NASA-Langley, under the Design Analysis Methods
for Vibrations (DAMVIBS) Program, set out in 1984 to
establish the technology base needed by the rotorcraft
industry for developing an advanced finite-element-based
dynamics design analysis capability for vibrations.
Considerable work has been done by the industry partic-
ipants in the program since that time. Because the
DAMVIBS Program is being phased out, a govern-
ment/industry assessment of the program has been made
to identify those accomplishments and contributions
which may be ascribed to the program. The purpose of
this paper is to provide an overview of the program and
its accomplishments and contributions from the per-
spective of the government sponsoring organization.

Introduction and Background

Excessive vibrations have plagued virtually all new
rotorcraft developments since the first U. S. helicopter
went into production over 40 years ago. Although
vibration levels have been reduced considerably in
production aircraft during this period of time, vibration
problems continue and have occurred even in modern
rotorcraft designs. With only a few exceptions,
vibration problems have not been identified and
addressed until flight test (ref. 1). Solutions at that
stage of development are usually add-on fixes which
adversely impact cost, schedule, and vehicle
performance. The finite-element method of structural
analysis is widely used by the helicopter industry to
calculate airframe static internal loads and for the usual

checks on frequencies. The calculated static loads are
used routinely in design for sizing structural members
(refs. 2-3). Until recently, however, vibration
predictions based on finite-element analyses have not
been used much by the industry during design because
they were considered unreliable as a basis for making
design decisions (refs. 4-6).

* Aerospace Engineer, Structural Dynamics Division,
Associate Fellow AIAA, Member AHS

The problems facing analysts charged with predicting
helicopter vibrations are formidable (fig. 1). The rotor

system generates complex periodic aerodynamic and dy-
namic loads which are transmitted to the airframe both

mechanically through the mounting system and aerody-
namicaUy by the rotor wake. The loads mechanically
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Figure 1.- Challenges confronting analysts in predicting
helicopter vibrations.

transmitted are generally the larger and occur primarily
at the blade passage frequency, which is equal to the
product of the number of blades and the rotor rotational
speed. This frequency is in the range 10 to 20 Hz for
current helicopters. The airframe structural dynamics
problem is complicated by the fact that helicopter
airframes are light-weight, shell-type structures having
multiple large cutouts and supporting several rather
heavy components. Even with the advanced analysis
capability offered by finite-element methods, until
recently airframe structural designers have achieved only
limited success in designing airframes which exhibit
adequate vibratory response characteristics. A major
deficiency has been an incomplete understanding of the
modeling requirements for vibration analysis of
complex helicopter structures. Thus, airframe dynamic
analyses have not been a very effective tool in the
design process. This situation has resulted in an
excessive reliance on vibration control devices.



The need for more effective use of airframe finite-

element models during the design process in efforts to
reduce vibrations prompted industry advisory groups
during the late 1970s to begin calling for NASA to
work with the industry on improving the predictive

capability of airframe finite-element vibration models.
At about the same time, NASA's Office of Aeronautics

and Space Technology formed a special task force to
review rotorcraft technology needs and to prepare an

appropriate agency-wide rotorcraft research program
aimed at advancing technology readiness over a broad
front. The draft plan cited vibrations as one of the key
areas NASA intended to work as part of a proposed new
10-year rotorcraft research program. As lead center for
structures research, Langley Research Center was asked
to define a research activity aimed at addressing the
industry's needs with respect to improving the dynamics
predictive capability of finite-element models. The
proposed task, which appeared in the final report of the
task force (ref. 7), called for an application of finite-
element vibration modeling in a workshop environment
to assess and document industry modeling techniques
and ground vibration test procedures. In 1980, Boeing
Helicopters won a contract to conduct the subject study
on the CH-47D helicopter. This study was completed
in 1983.

During the course of the studies conducted on the
CH-47D helicopter, it became clear that what was

needed to establish the required t'mite-element modeling
technology base was an industry-wide program in which
all the companies conduct modeling, testing and
correlation activities, all in a workshop environment
conducive to technology transfer. As a culmination of
considerable planning by NASA and the industry during
the course of the CH-47D study, all in close
coordination with the U. S. Army, a multi-year,
industry-wide program directed at the long-term needs of
the industry with respect to predicting and controlling
vibrations, with primary attention to issues related to fi-
nite-element modeling, was defined. Because the
objective of the expanded program was to establish the

technology base needed by the industry for developing
an advanced finite-element-based dynamics design
analysis capability for vibrations, the new program
came to be called DAMVIBS (Design Analysis Methods
for VIBrationS).

The DAMVIBS Program was initiated in 1984 with
the award of task contracts to the four major helicopter

airframe manufacturers (Bell Helicopter Textron, Boeing
Helicopters, McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company,
and Sikorsky Aircraft Division of United Technologies
Corporation). Considerable work has been conducted by
the industry participants in the program since that time.
Five government/industry workshops have been held to
review and discuss results and experiences of those
activities. Because the DAMVIBS Program is being
phased out, the last meeting included a special session
devoted to an assessment of the program to identify

those accomplishments and contributions which may be
attributed to the program.

The purpose of this paper is to provide an overview
of the DAMVIBS Program and its accomplishments and
contributions, including the initial finite-element
modeling study which was conducted on the CH-47D,

from the perspective of the government sponsoring
organization. Emphasis throughout is on contractor
results. A more complete summary of the DAMVIBS
Program, which also includes contributions to the
program resulting from in-house research activities as

well as funded university work, may be found in
refetente 8.

Initial Finite-Element Modeling Program
(The CH-47D Study)

Objective/Scope/Approach

The vibrations work proposed by the NASA
rotorcraft task force (ref. 7) was to involve participation
by NASA and the industry in a workshop environment
to assess and document industry modeling techniques
and ground vibration test procedures. All the work was
to be done on a production aircraft. As a result of a
competitive procurement, a contract was awarded to

Boeing Helicopters in 1980 to conduct such a study on
the CH-47D tandem-rotor helicopter. The contract

required that plans for the modeling, testing and
correlation be formulated and submitted to both

government and industry representatives for review prior
to undertaking the actual modeling and testing. In
particular, modeling guides were required as part of the
modeling plan for each unique type of structural
member in the CH-47D airframe. Boeing was also
required to make a study of current and future uses of
finite-element models and to keep meticulous records on
the man-hours required to form the vibration model.
The work was deliberately slow paced to allow for the
necessary extensive government/industry interactions
and technical exchanges. The studies conducted on the
CH-47D have been extensively documented in a series
of NASA Contractor Reports (refs. 9-13).

Illustrative Results and Key Findings

The finite-element model developed as part of the
study is shown in figure 2. An extensive ground vibra-
tion test was also conducted on the airframe (fig. 3).
The airframe was excited by forces vertically, longitudi-
nally, and laterally and by moments in pitch and roll at
both the forward and aft hubs over the frequency range
from 5 to 35 Hz. While the correlations obtained be-

tween measured and calculated responses (see, for exam-
ple, fig. 4) are considerably improved over previous
work, particularly at the lower frequencies, the predicted
responses were found to exhibit acceptable agreement
with test only up to about 15-20 Hz.



Figure2.-CH-47D finite-element model.

Figure 3.- Ground vibration test of CH-47D.
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Figure 4.- Comparison of measured and calculated
responses of CH-47D for lateral excita-
tion at forward hub.

The CH-47D studies identified several modeling
considerations which have the potential for improving
the correlation if accounted for in the finite-element

analysis. For example, the effects of support systems
and excitation systems on airframe elastic responses
measured in a ground vibration test are typically
assumed to be negligible and finite-element models are
usually formed for the airframe in a free-free
(unrestrained) configuration. A method for including
these effects in the finite-element dynamic analysis
while taking into account the prestiffening effects due to
gravity was devised by a NASA team and applied to the
CH-47D by Boeing. While only minor effects were
noted for the CH-47D, the effects may not be negligible

for other configurations, particularly at the higher
frequencies. Two issues related to the modeling of
stringers were identified and shown to be important.
The first concerns the treatment of stringers which are
discontinuous across manufacturing splices. The upper

portion of such joints is in compression under 1-g
loading, resulting in effective axial continuity of
unconnected stringers. The second issue concerns
stringer shear area. Although airframes usually contain
many stringers, the cross-sectional areas of the stringers
are not considered as contributing to the total effective
shear area of a cross section because of the usual

assumption which is made that the skin carries all the
shear load. Analytical studies made using the CH-47D
finite-element model showed that the shear load carded

by the stringers may not be negligible as previously
assumed.

Several other findings emerged from the CH-47D
studies. A finite-element model was judged to be an

essential ingredient of any design effort aimed at
developing a helicopter with low inherent vibrations.
Modeling guides prepared during the planning phase
enabled proper planning, scheduling, and control of the
modeling effort. Up-front planning of the static and
dynamic finite-element models before modeling begins
was shown to be the key to forming a single model
suitable for computing both static internal loads and
vibrations and to improving the quality of the models.
It was clearly established that a finite-element model
suitable for the computation of both static internal loads
and vibrations can be formed early enough in a new

helicopter development program to actually influence
the airframe design. The cost of such a model was
shown to be about 5 percent of the total airframe design
effort. Because 4 percent is typically expended for the
static model, the vibration model is only another one

percent. While the correlations which have been
obtained are much improved over previous work,

particularly at the lower frequencies, the correlation
needs to be improved at the higher frequencies.
Significantly improved correlation appears possible by
including in the models effects historically considered to
be unimportant dynamically, such as the shear load
carrying capability of stringers and the dynamics of
airframe ground vibration test suspension systems.



DAMVIBS - The Expanded Finite-Element
Modeling Program

Formative Influences

During the course of the CH-47D study it became
clear that the key to improving modeling technology

and engendering in the industry the needed confidence to
use finite-element models for vibrations design work
was more hands-on experience along the lines of the
CH-47D study• Also identified as being essential was a
workshop environment which fostered the open
discussion of airframe finite-element modeling issues,
techniques, and experiences. The CH-47D experience,
the continuing validity of the NASA Task Force
Report, and the need of the industry for an advanced
vibrations design analysis capability were the catalysts
for the Langley Research Center to begin formulating
an expanded finite-element modeling program involving

the four primary helicopter airframe manufacturers (Bell
Helicopter Textron, Boeing Helicopters, McDonnell
Douglas Helicopter Company, and Sikorsky Aircraft
Division of United Technologies Corporation). As a
culmination of considerable planning and coordination

work by NASA and the industry, a multi-year program
was defined, approved by NASA, and subsequently
implemented in 1984 with the award of task contracts to
the aforementioned companies. As mentioned earlier,
because the emphasis of the program was to be on

improving finite-element analyses for supporting
vibrations design work, the program came to be called
DAMVIBS (Design Analysis Methods for VIBrationS).

Objective/Scope/Approach

The overall objective set down for the DAMVIBS

Program was the establishment in the U. S. helicopter
industry of an advanced capability to utilize airframe
fmite-element models in analysis of rotorcraft vibrations
as part of the regular airframe structural design process.
The intent was to achieve a capability to make useful
analytical predictions of helicopter vibration levels

during design, and to design on the basis of such
predictions with confidence.

The scope of the DAMVIBS Program, as laid out in
1984 when it was made the focus of a new rotorcraft

structural dynamics program which was initiated at

Langley at that time, is shown in figure 5. Four
technology areas were to be worked under the
DAMVIBS Program: (1) Airframe Finite-Element
Modeling; (2) Difficult Components Studies: (3)
Coupled Rotor-Airframe Vibrations: and (4) Airframe

Structural Optimization. Primary emphasis was to be
on the f'wst two elements of the program, which were
intended to be mainly an industry effort focusing on
industrial modeling techniques. Under the last two

elements of the program, the finite-element models
formed by the industry were to be used by government,
industry and academia as the basis for the development,
application, and evaluation of advanced analytical and
computational techniques related to coupled rotor-
airframe vibrations and to airframe structural

optimization under vibration constraints.

DAMVlBS - A FOCUSED PART OF THE NASA

ROTORCRAFT STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS PROGRAM

Technology Areas 1984 Participants

-- DAMVIBS

• Finite element modeling

• Difficult components studies

• Coupled rotor-airframe vibrations

• Airframe structural optimization

Structural damping

System identification

Force determination

Advanced analysis methods

Internal loads

Fatigue loads

• NASA

• Langley Research Center
. Ames Research Cenler

. Army
• Aerostructures Directorate

• Aviation App41ed
Technology Directorate

• Industry

• Bell Helicopter Textron
• Boeing Helicopters
• McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Co.
• Sikorsky Aircraft

• Academia

• Army Rotororaft Centers of Excellence
• Other Leading InslltuUons

Figure 5.- DAMVIBS positioned as focus of Langley
rotorcraft structural dynamics program.

To maintain the necessary scientific observation and
control, emphasis throughout these activities was to be
on advance planning, documentation of methods and
procedures, and thorough discussion of results and
experiences, all in a workshop environment to allow
maximum technology transfer between companies.

Illustrative Results and Key Findings

Airframe Finite-Element Modeling.- The
purpose of this program element was to develop state-
of-the-art finite-element models for internal loads

analysis and vibrations analysis of airframes of both
metal and composite construction. The activities
included modeling, testing, and test/analysis correlation.
The main technical products of this series of activities
were to be: (1) Basic modeling guides; (2) Validated
models of significant airframes; and (3) Identification of
needed research tasks aimed at strengthening finite-
element modeling. Each contracted activity was to
produce a well-documented model of the subject aircraft
that could be used and studied by groups other than the
developers. Ground vibration tests were to be conducted
as required for correlation with analytical results.
Whenever practical, however, existing experimental
results were to be used to the fullest extent possible.



Industry teams have formed f'mite-element models
(fig. 6), conducted ground vibration tests (fig. 7), and
made extensive test/analysis comparisons (fig. 8) of
both metal and composite airframes. The results of
these studies are described fully in references 14-22. In
a related activity, a company-developed method for
identifying modeling errors which can arise while
forming a finite-element model (ref. 23) was publicized
and subsequently adopted by the other companies.

_m_ $75 (ACAP)_H_0'_A

Figure 6.- Hnite-element models formed.
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Figure 7.- Ground vibration tests conducted.
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Figure 8.- Typical test/analysis comparisons of airframe
frequency response amplitudes.

The Airframe Finite-Element Modeling studies have
reaffirmed that up-front planning before modeling be-
gins reduces the effort needed to form unified static and
dynamic models and improves the quality of the initial
models. To form such models, the statics, dynamics,
and weights groups need to work closely together to
adopt modefing procedures which are compatible with
both static and dynamic modeling requirements. These
studies have confirmed the finding of the CH-47D study
that a finite-element vibration model can be formed

early enough to influence the design of a new airframe
and that the cost of such a model is quite nominal if the
static model has to be formed. Structural modeling
techniques for both metal and composite airframes are
relatively uniform within the induslry. Modeling tech-
niques for metal and composite airframes are similar ex-
cept for the determination of element material proper-
ties. These properties are significantly more difficult to
generate for composite airframes because the composi-
tion of the laminate for each structural element must be
determined from design drawings, analyzed for its resul-
tant stiffness, and the result transferred to the finite-ele-
ment model. Test/analysis comparisons for all the air-
frames studied indicate that agreement is good up
through about 10 Hz, only partially satisfactory from
about 10-20 Hz, and generally unsatisfactory above
about 20 Hz. The dynamics of composite airframes are
more difficult to predict than for metal airframes.
Ground vibration tests indicate that support system
effects can be important and may need to be routinely
included as part of the airframe finite-element model.
Damping levels were found to be essentially the same
in both metal and composite airframes. Better
definition and representation of damping is needed in
finite-element analyses.
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Difficult Components Studies.- In the basic
modeling studies conducted under the DAMVIBS
Program only the primary (major load carrying)
structme was represented fully (stiffness and mass) when
forming the finite-element models. However, as
depicted in figure 9 for the AH-1G, there are many
components and secondary structure which are
represented in the model only as lumped masses. While
this is consistent with customary modeling practice,
this may be a major contributing factor to the poor
agreement which has been noted between test and analy-
sis at the higher frequencies of interest. The aim of the
difficult components studies is to identify the effects of
such modeling assumptions and to develop improved
modeling guides for components which are determined
to require better representation for improved correlation.
Difficult components studies have been conducted on
the all-metal AH-1G and the all-composite I)292 and are
presently underway on the all-composite $75.

(a) Complete airframe

Complete structure Pdrnary etructure (shaded)

Stiffness and mass

<1_ 0 represented in F£M

Door & access panels

Component,={sngine, slores, srmamenl, Fsiringa, cenopy, cowling,

crew, fuel, s _iorltcl, instrument panels, secondary structure, covers

shafting, XMSN, gearboxes, controls)

_pr_nled u lu_ masses in FEM

Figure 9.- Usual treatment of airframe structure in
finite element modeling.

The first difficult components study was conducted
by Bell on the AH-1G helicopter, a detailed account of
which is given in reference 24. The airframe in its full-
up ground vibration test configuration is shown in
figure 10a. Components were then progressively
removed from the aircraft main rotor

pylon/transmission assembly, secondary structure
panels, tail rotor drive shaft, skid landing gear, engine,
and fuel - to arrive at the configuration shown in figure
10b. The canopy glass, various black boxes, and the
stub wings were then removed in the last step of the
strip down. At each stage, a ground vibration test and
an analysis based on an existing finite-element model
that was modified to reflect the specific configuration
tested were performed and the results compared.
Comparisons of measured and predicted changes in
response were then used to identify components which
were causing prediction difficulties and which therefore
required better modeling treatment For example, the

(b) Stripped-down airframe

Figure 10.- Difficult components study of AH-1G.

secondary structure panels under the canopy from just
aft of the nose to just forward of the wings and the
canopy glass were found to have a considerable effect on
the response at the higher frequencies.

Based on the results of such comparisons, the finite-
element model was updated to include some of the
effects which were found to be important. The
improved model was then used to reanalyze each of the
configurations tested. The improvement in the predicted
frequencies is indicated in figure 11. In that figure the
predicted natural frequencies are plotted versus the
measured frequencies for all the major configurations
tested using both the initial and updated finite-element
models. In each case, perfect agreement is along the
solid line. It is seen that the natural frequencies
calculated using the updated model are generally within
5 percent of test values, compared to 20 percent using
the initial model.
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Figure 11.- AH-1G natural frequency comparisons using
initial and improved models.

A difficult components study was recently com-
pleted on the D292 helicopter (ref. 25). The ground vi-
bration test was conducted by the Army's Aviation
Applied Technology Directorate at Fort Eustis as part of
the subject investigation. Natural frequencies calculated
using an updated model were within 10 percent of test
values, compared to 20 percent using the initial model.
Ground vibration tests are underway by the Army on the
$75 helicopter as part of the difficult components inves-
tigation which is being conducted on that helicopter air-
frame. The finite-element model to be used by

Sikorsky in the analytical portion of that investigation
was shown in figure 6. This is the last contracted task
to be performed under the DAMVIBS Program.

The Difficult Components Studies have shed new
light on the importance of many airframe components
on vibratory response at the higher frequencies of inter-
est. The stiffness of tight secondary structure panels
and sealed canopy glass must be modeled. A lumped-
mass representation is generally sufficient for such
components as the tail rotor drive shaft, engines, fuel,
and soft-mounted black boxes. Elastic-line representa-
tions appear to be adequate for such components as the
main rotor pylon/transmission, skid landing gear, and
wings, but wholly inadequate for beam-like tail booms
at the higher frequencies. The effects of nonpropor-
tional structural damping are important at the higher
frequencies of vibration. Nonlinear effects of elas-
tomeric mounts and "thrust stiffening" are important at
low frequencies. Considerably improved correlation is
possible if secondary effects which have typically been
regarded as unimportant dynamically are taken into ac-
count when forming the finite-element model. This
means that finite-element models for vibration analyses
need to be substantially more detailed than the usual
static model, contrary to what was previously thoughL

Coupled Rotor-Airframe Vibrations.- The
object of this program element is to evaluate and im-
prove existing comprehensive methods for computing
coupled rotor-airframe vibrations and to develop new
computational procedures which are better suited to the
repetitive analyses which are required in airframe
vibrations design work. Emphasis throughout was to

be on the airframe and its coupling with the rotor to
compute vibrations of the coupled system. The task did
not include the improvement of rotor mathematical
models for vibration predictions.

In what was the fast comparative evaluation of in-
dustry codes for comprehensive analysis of coupled ro-
tor-airframe vibrations, teams from each of the compa-
nies have applied different analysis methods to calculate
the vibrations of the AH-1G helicopter in steady level
flight and compared the results with existing flight vi-
bration data (ref. 26). Figure 12 shows a representative
comparison of the 2/rev (twice per rotor revolution) ver-
tical and lateral vibrations predicted by the companies
with vibrations measured in flight (refs. 27-30). (Recall
that 2/rev is the primary main rotor excitation frequency
for the two-bladed AH-1G.) It is seen that the predicted
2/rev vibrations are not in good agreement with mea-
sured values. This study showed that industry codes for
performing comprehensive vibration analysis of coupled
rotor-airframesystems are not yet good enough to be re-
lied on during design. Some ancillary studies conducted
as part of this investigation indicated that the impinge-
ment of the main rotor wake on the vertical tail con-
tributes to the lateral vibrations. This suggests that
both mechanical and aerodynamic load paths into the
airframe may be equally important and may need to be
included in the computation of coupled rotor-airframe
vibrations. The companies have been working to im-
prove their comprehensive coupled rotor-airframe analy-
sis codes since the completion of this study and it is
expected that a much-improved capability to predict sys-
tem vibrations will emerge.
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Figure 12.- Industry comparisons of measured and
predicted 2/rev vibrations of AH-IG
helicopter.

While the final analytical verification of a design for
vibrations will require the use of a comprehensive sys-
tem analysis which is based on a complex rotor
mathematical model, it appears that useful predictions
of airframe vibrations can be made during design using
simpler models. To investigate this possibility, a



cooperative study was recently undertaken by NASA-
Langley and the U. S. Military Academy which is
aimed at establishing the minimum level of structural
and aerodynamic sophistication required in rotor
mathematical models for use in coupled rotor-airframe

vibration analyses which are intended to support
airframe dynamics design work.

Airframe Structural Optimization.- The use
of traditional rotor and airframe design techniques to
limit inherent vibrations is receiving renewed attention

by the industry. It is recognized that structural
optimization techniques, if properly brought to bear by
the designer, could go a long way toward achieving a
low-vibration helicopter. With this in mind, design
optimization codes combining finite-element structural
analyses with nonlinear programming (NLP) algorithms
are in various stages of development in both
government and industry. While the DAMVIBS
Program contained a technology area called Airframe
Structural Optimization, no optimization tasks were
ever issued under the contracts. However, under

company sponsorship, Bell Helicopter Textron
conducted some limited studies related to the use of

optimization techniques to improve correlation between
measured and computed natural frequencies during the
AH-1G difficult components study . It should be
remarked that all of the industry participants in the
DAMVIBS Program are now moving forward in this
area under company sponsorship.

An in-house study has been underway at Langley to

investigate the use of formal, NLP-based, numerical op-
timization techniques for airframe vibrations design
work. These studies, which have made extensive use of
existing finite-element models of the AH-1G, have
shown that structural optimization techniques have con-
siderable potential for playing a major role in airframe
vibrations design work, but only if the design models
which are required in optimization algorithms adequately
reflect the nuances of airframe design.

Assessment of Program

Five government/industry workshops have been held
at Langley Research Center during the course of the
DAMVIBS Program to review and discuss completed
work. Because the DAMVIBS Program is being phased
out, the last workshop included a session devoted to an
assessment of the program. The assessment, which was
made by NASA-Langley and the four industry partici-
pants in the program, indicated that considerable
progress has been made toward the overall objective of
building a design-for-vibrations capability in the U. S.
helicopter industry. The DAMVIBS Program was cited
for resulting in notable technical achievements and lead-
ing to changes in industrial design practice, all of which
have significantly advanced the induslry's capability to
use and rely on airframe finite-element models in analy-

sis of vibrations during design. The assessment also
identified several key continuing and new structural dy-
namics challenges which must be met if the industry is
to achieve the goal of a helicopter with a "jet smooth"
fide.

Major Accomplishments and Contributions

The major accomplishments and contributions in-
clude the following:

(1) Developed industry-wide standards for basic mod-
eling of metal and composite airframes.

(2) Improved industrial finite-element modeling
techniques for analysis of airframe vibrations.

(3) Resulted in changes/improvements in industrial
design practice for vibrations.

(4) Reversed industry management perception of the

utility of finite-element models for vibration pre-
dictions. For the first time, such models are be-
ing relied on for airframe vibrations design work.

(5) Identified critical structural contributors to air-

frame vibratory response which require better
finite-element modeling.

(6) Showed that considerably improved correlation
can be obtained if modeling details which have
been historically regarded as of secondary impor-
lance are taken into account.

(7) Provided a unique leadership role and focal point
for rotorcraft structural dynamics research in gov-
ernment, induslry, and academia.

(8) Provided the basis for the industry to move for-
ward aggressively on its own to further enhance
its capabilities in the subject areas.

Key Continuing/New Challenges

The key continuing and new structural dynamics
challenges which were identified are:

(1) Extend the predictive capability of finite-element
models up through the 25-30 Hz frequency range.

(2) Devise methods for improving models at the finite
element level using ground vibration test data.

(3) Develop analytical techniques which more
realistically account for structural damping for use
in airframe vibrations design work.

(4) Improve the predictive capability of current com-
prehensive codes for analysis of coupled rotor-air-
frame vibrations.



(s)

(6)

(7)

Develop simplified rotor mathematical models
which are suited for the repetitive analyses required
in airframe vibrations design work.

Define the role of structural optimization in the

airframe design process and develop computational
procedures tailored for vibrations design work.

Develop new/improved methods for actively and
passively controlling airframe structural response.

Concluding Remarks

In 1984, NASA-Langley, under the Design Analysis
Methods for Vibrations (DAMVIBS) Program, set out
to establish the technology base needed by the rotorcraft

industry for developing an advanced finite-element-based
dynamics design analysis capability for vibrations.
Considerable work has been done by the industry partic-

ipants in the program since that time and the program is
now being phased out. A recent government/industry
assessment of the program has indicated that the
DAMVIBS Program has provided the leadership role and
focal point for the type of structural dynamics research
which was needed by the industry. The program has re-
sulted in notable technical achievements and changes in

industrial design practice, all of which have signifi-
cantly advanced the industry's capability to use and rely
on airframe f'mite-element models in analysis of vibra-

tions during design. Building on the experience of the
DAMVIBS Program, each of the industry participants is
moving forward aggressively under company sponsor-
ship to further enhance their prowess in the subject
areas. As a result, it is expected that the industry will
emerge with a substantially-improved finite-element-
based dynamics design analysis capability, which should
go a long way towards meeting the dynamics design
challenges of the next generation of rotorcraft.
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Abstract

Accurate vibration prediction for helicopter

airframes isneeded to "flyfrom the drawing board"

without costly development testing to solve vibra-

tion problems. The principal analyticaltool for vi-

bration prediction within the U.S. helicopterindus-

try isthe NASTRAN finiteelement analysis. Under

the NASA DAMVIBS research program, Bell con-

ducted NASTRAN modeling, ground vibration test-

ing, and correlationsof both metallic (AH-IG) and

composite (ACAP) airframes. The objectivesof the

program were to assess NASTRAN airframe vibra-

tion correlations,toinvestigatecontributors topoor

agreement, and toimprove modeling techniques. In

the past, there has been low confidence in higher

frequency vibration prediction for helicoptersthat
have multibladed rotors(three or more blades) with

predominant excitationfrequencies typicallyabove

15 Hz. Bell's findings under the DAMVIBS pro-

gram, discussed in this paper, included the follow-

ing: (1) accuracy offiniteelement models (FEM) for

composite and metallic airframes generally were

found tobe comparable; (2) more detailisneeded in

the FEM toimprove higher frequency prediction;(3)

secondary structure not normally included in the

FEM can provide significantstiffening;(4) damping

can significantlyaffectphase response at higher fre-

quencies; and (5) future work isneeded in the areas

of determination of rotor-induced vibratory loads

and optimization.

Introduction

COMPLEX ROTOR BLADE
AERO & DYNAMIC LOADS

PYLON HIGH AMPLITUDE
NONLINEAR OSCILLATORY
MOUNTING ROTOR HUB LOADS
SYSTEMS

COMPLEX REDUNDANT FUSELAGE
STRUCTURE WITH DIFFICULT
COMPONENTS

Fig. 1. Problems with vibration prediction.

I. Complex fuselage structure of metallic or

composite construction with cutouts and redundan-
cies.

2. "Difficult"(difficult-to-model)components,

such as secondary structure, cowlings, fairings,

doors, windows, gearboxes, accessories,black boxes,

equipment, occupants, fuel, weapons, stores, and

landing gear.

3. Main rotor pylon (transmission and mast)

and isolationmounting.

Accurate and reliable vibration prediction

during the design of new rotorcraft increases the

possibilityof minimizing vibration and achieving

the goal of "flying from the drawing board" with

minimal fine tuning during development flighttest-

ing. However, there are many problems with accu-

rate airframe vibration prediction,as illustratedin

Fig. 1. Accurate vibration predictionrequires a sys-

tematic approach and any weak links within the

analysis degrade the vibration prediction accuracy.

The following elements must be accurately repre-

sented inthe analyticalmodel:

*StaffEngineer, Flight Technology

4. Main rotor vibratory excitationat the hub

and downwash impingement on the fuselage.

Within the U.S. helicopter industry, the
NASTRAN finite element analysis1 has become the

accepted design tool for airframe vibration predic-
tion. The early application of NASTRAN at Bell

was on airframes with two-bladed main rotor sys-

tems having predominantly 2/rev excitation fre-
quency (twice per main rotor revolution). Bell was

able to effectivelyutilizeNASTRAN to successfully

support the design and development of two-bladed

rotorcraftairframe structures.2 Since the high 2/rev

vibratory hub loads required effective pylon

isolation systems and fuselage tuning to control

[l



vibrations, accurate vibration prediction was

imperative. In these early modeling efforts, the
lower frequency 2/rev vibration responses were
more accurately represented than were the higher

frequency responses above 3/rev, as shown in Fig.
2.3 In addition, calculated rotor hub excitations,

using Bell's coupled rotor-airframe analysis
programs such as C814 were considered adequate at
2/rev; but there was lower confidence in the higher

frequency range, which requires greater
sophistication in the aerodynamic representation.

VIBRATION

GOOD
AGREEMENT

2 IREV
1

41REV
I I

h NASTRAN

PROilLEM: HIGHERFREQUENCYCORRELATION
(> 3/REV) NEEDSIMPROVEMENT

Fig. 2. AH-IG NASTRAN vibrations model
frequency response comparison with
test.

Bell now has four-bladed main rotor systems

on its helicopters with predominant excitation fre-

quencies above 20 Hz. Thus, finite element predic-
tive capability needs to be extended up through 25 -
to 30-Hz to encompass the primary excitation of
four-bladed rotors in the current or planned helicop-
ter fleet. In addition, vibration prediction for air-
frames constructed from metallic or composite mate-
rials needs to be addressed.

This paper focuses on the R&D efforts and
accomplishments made at Bell under the NASA/
Industry DAMVIBS program to improve the higher
frequency vibration prediction for metallic and
composite airframes.

DAMVIBS Program

The NASA DAMVIBS research program was
established with the goal of improving reliability of
airframe vibrations analysis using NASTRAN. Un-
der the NASA DAMVIBS program, NASTRAN

modeling exercises were conducted by the major
U.S. helicopter manufacturers (Bell, Boeing,
McDonnell-Douglas, and Sikorsky). As shown in

Fig. 3, Belrs exercises included modeling, testing,

and correlations oi both Jne_:,_,ic (AH-1G) and com-

posite (ACAP) airframes. HeWs findings and accom-
plishments under the DAMVIBS program are sum-
marized in the following paragraphs.

AH- !G (_0rr¢lation$

An existingAH-1G NASTRAN finiteelement

model (FEM) that was developed under

NASA/Army funding6 was used for correlations

with flightvibrationmeasurements and ground vi-

brationtestingto investigatethe effectsofdifficult

components. The existingoriginalAli-lG FEM is

shown inFig.4. This model was useddirectlyinthe

coupled rotor/airframeanalysisto correlatewith

flightvibrationdataand was then improved during

the difficultcomponents investigation.The AH-1G,

with a two-bladedmain rotor,provideda good basis

forcomparison of the qualityof analyticalmodels
consideredadequate forvibrationpredictionsinthe

2/revfrequencyrange;thesame standardofcorrela-
tionwas thenextendedtoanalyticalmodels dealing

withhigherfrequencies.

Coul_ledRotor/AirframeAnalysisand FlightVibra-

tionCorrela_ions6

Bell'scurrent methodology for airframe vi-

brationpredictionisillustratedinFig.5. A Mykles-

tad rotatingbeam analysis7isusedtocalculatethe

rotatingelasticblade modal properties.A NAS-
TRAN FEM isused tocalculatetheairframemodal

properties.COPTER, a comprehensive rotoranaly-

sisprogram that isa replacementofthe C81 first

generationcomputer program, isthenusedtocouple
the medal propertiesofthe airframeand rotorand

includetheaerodynamics tocalculatethe rotorhar-

monic hub loads.Finally,theairframevibrationsat

specificlocationsare determined using the hub
loadscalculatedby COPTER toexcitethefullNAS-

TRAN airframemodel.

To perform the flight vibration correlations,
the COPTER coupled rotor/airframe analysis was

used to develop main rotor hub shears that were ap-
plied to the NASTRAN FEM of the AH-1G airframe.
in addition to the hub shear excitations calculated

by COPTER, measured control actuator loads and
fin lateral downwash effects were applied to the

FEM. Comparisons of the resultant airframe vibra-
tion calculations with measured flight vibrations

from an AH-1G operational load surveys were then
determined for 2/rev and 4/rev main rotor harmonics
in the lateral and vertical directions for six air-

speeds from 67 and 142 knots.

The analysiswas systematicallyplanned and

documented,and thecorrelationresultsreviewedby
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Fig. 3. Bell tests under NASA DAMVIBS research program.

NASA and industry experts in order to ensure scien-
tific control of the analysis and correlation exercise.
Thus, the results provide a sound basis for assessing

the adequacy of state-of-the-art FEM techniques
and rotor/airframe coupling methods for predicting

flight vibrations.

The results of the flight vibration correlations
are summarized as follows:

I. The rotor loads predicted by the dynam-

ically coupled rotor/airframe analysis showed gener-
ally good agreement between calculated blade loads
and test, as described by Dompka and Corrigan.6

2. As shown in Fig. 6, there was fairly good

agreement between calculated and measured verti-
cal 2/rev (10.8 Hz) vibration. The 2/rev frequency is
the predominant excitation frequency of the AH-1G
two-bladed rotor, producing the most significant

flight vibration levels.

3. Lateral 2/rev vibration predictions by
NASTRAN when using only calculated 2,/rev hub
shears were much lower than test measurements.

However, the inclusion of the effects of lateral rotor
downwash on the tail fin showed significant im-

provement in the calculated vibrations and war-
rants further investigation.

4. Calculated and measured 4/rev vibration

responses deviated significantly from measured re-
suits.

AH-IO Difficult_9mponents Invgstigation

Under an extensive vibration analysis and

testing task conducted on the Army AH-1G metallic
airframe, the effects on higher frequency vibration
correlations of difficult components (such as cowl-
ings, fairings, doors, windows, secondary structures,
engines, fuel, black boxes, transmissions, and
shafting) were investigated.9 The correlations were

13



b. 4/rev vertical response

Fig. 4. Original AH-IG NASTRAN FEM.

I YKLESTAD l
• Isolated rotor

Made modal
enelysis

J ASTRAN J

• Isolated air-
frame modal
analysis

[_ COPTER

Couple rotor and
airframe

Compute hub loads
I

1,
I I

NASTRAN

* Compute airframe
vibration using COPTER
hub loads as forcing
function

I Ill

Fig. 5. Bell's procedures for airframe vibration
prediction.

Fig. 6. Comparison of measured AH-IG
2/rev and 4/rev vertical vibrations

with Bell predictions.

conducted in a stepwise manner by successively re-
moving components from the airframe, conducting
ground vibration tests, and then comparing mea-
sured vibrations to the NASTRAN FEM with com-

ponents removed. As shown in Fig. 7, the difficult

components are typically represented as lumped
masses in the model. The NASTRAN FEM was im-

proved by including more modeling detail in the
tailboom and including stiffness for secondary struc-
ture; then the correlations were repeated.

In order to isolate the effects of various com-

ponents on overall airframe vibratory response,
multiple vibration tests were conducted. Progres-
sive removal of selected difficult components was
done for each test until the primary structure re-
mained. Eight configurations were tested:

I. Baseline airframe (rotorsreplacedwith

lumped masses).

2. Main rotor pylon removed.

3. Secondary structures,cowlings,fairings,
and doorsremoved.

]4
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- +

.__q .--/
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"1-

FAIRING, CANOPY, COWLING, SECONDARY
STRUCTURE COVERS

+

DOOR AND ACCESS PANELS

COMPLETE STRUCTURE

Fig. 7. Difficult components study: AH-1G
model correlations with test.

4. Tail rotor drive shaft and cover removed.

5. Skid landing gear removed.

6. Engine removed.

7. Fuel removed.

8. Canopy glass, black boxes, and wings re-
moved.

The baseline and stripped-down AH-1G GVT air-
frames are shown in Fig. 8.

Natural frequencies of important modes, vi-

bration vs. frequency response, and damping were
considered in the correlations of the NASTRAN

ORt(31NAL PAGE

BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOC_A,F_

FULL AIRCRAFT

ALL COMPONENTS REMOVED

Fig. 8. AH-1G ground vibration test
airframe.

FEM with test. Using the natural vibration modes
is a convenient way to understand the forced vibra-

tion response of the airframe and the effects of
damping as well. The airframe total harmonic vi-
bration response can be broken down into its modal

components using NASTRAN modal analysis.
Viewed in this way, the airframe vibration response
is the vector sum or superposition of the contribu-
tion from each mode as shown in Fig. 9. Plotting
each modal contributor in the complex plane (to re-

late the magnitude and phase of the modes that sig-
nificantly contribute to the response at a given loca-
tion and frequency) identifies which modes are the
primary contributors to the vibratory response.
Also, the effect of damping, both proportional and
nonproportional, can be determined by the relative
phase relationship of the modal contributors in the
complex plane.

The improved, AH-IG NASTRAN FEM,

shown in Fig.I0, was compared with each of the
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Fig. 10. Improved AH-IG NASTRAN FEM.

eight test configurations. The findings from the cor-
relations are summarized as follows:

1. As shown in Fig. 11, the natural frequency
correlation at the higher frequencies was improved
from 20% error to less than 5% error for rotor fre-

quencies up to 30 Hz (4/rev - 21.6 Hz for the AH-
IG) by adding more detail in the tailboom and by in-

cluding tightly fastened panels, doors, and secon-
dary structure in the forward fuselage.

2. The vibration vs. frequency response com-

parisons of test and the final AH-1G NASTRAN

Fig. 11.AH-IG natural frequency comparisons.

FEM are shown in Fig. 12. The overall vibration
levels and trends generally agree well in the higher

frequency range through 4/rev (21.6 Hz) and above,
compared to the original FEM (refer to Fig. 2).

3. Lack of proper treatment of damping in the
FEM can affect the higher frequency correlations.

The effects of damping (both nonproportional and
modal) on the vibration response were investigated

using the ground vibration test data.

• The effects of nonproportional damping in
the test data were identified as significant in
the vibration response at the higher 4/rev fre-

quencies and not as significant at 2/rev (see
Fig. 13).
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• Modal damping estimates for the eight AH-
1G airframe configurations are shown in Fig.
14. Except for the pylon modes which lie be-
low l/rev, the fuselage modes average around THIRD LATERALBENDING

10-2 .

IO,,S i._ .,,_,., o,
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10"s • A ...... Analysis
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Fig. 13. Example ofnonproportional
damping effects.

1S_ ---"

i ,i
NATURAL FREQUENCY(HZl

2% of critical damping and never exceed 5%.
The complex nature of most damping mecha-
nisms is difficult to model with linear FEMs.

The usual NASTRAN modeling procedure is
to assume the same value of modal damping,
generally 2% of critical, for each mode with

computing airframe responses.

4. Nonlinearities in the elastomeric mounts
and in thrust stiffening effects, shown in Fig. 15,
were found to have a significant effect on the pylon
and mounting stiffness. Correlations of the AH-IG
pylon indicate that the mount stiffness is dependent

on frequency and deflection and should be consid-
ered in the FEM along with differential stiffening of
the pylon due to thrust.

Composite Airfra.me IAC..AP) Correlations

A NASTRAN FEM of the composite airframe, which
was developed by Bell under the U.S. Army's Ad-
vanced Composite Airframe Program (ACAP), was
correlated with ground vibration tests (GVT). The

ACAP correlations included a difficult components
investigation, the testing for which was conducted
by the Aviation Applied Technology Directorate
(AATD) of the U,S. Army Aviation Systems Com-
mand (AVSCOM). The results of the difficult com-

ponents investigation are described by Dompka and

Fig. 14. AH-IG modal damping estimated
from ground vibration tests.

Calapodas. l0 The primary objective of the ACAP ex-
ercises was to assess the differences in modeling and

17
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Fig. 15 AH-IG pylon nonlinearities.

correlation of composite airframes compared to me-
tallic airframes.

Mod_l Development

The process that was used in developing the
ACAP NASTRAN FEM is shown in Fig. 16. The

stiffness properties of the statics (stress analysis)
model are used directly in the dynamics fuselage
FEM, with only minor structural modifications.
The masses are then distributed to the fuselage
FEM and the pylon model is added to complete the
airframe dynamics model used for vibration predic-

tion. Based on the experiences from the AH-1G cor-
relations, a relatively detailed FEM was used with
built-up tailboom rather than elastic line in order to
obtain good correlation at higher frequencies
through 4/rev (23.2 Hz). The ACAP FEM is shown
in Fig. 17.

Fig, 16. ACAP NASTRAN FEM develop-
ment process using common statics
dynamics models.

Some of the findings and accomplishments
from the ACAP modeling exercise were as follows:

1. Up-front planning helped expedite
modeling process. For example, following develop-
ment of a static model, only a minimum effort (about

50 manhours) was required for development of a dy-
namic model.

2. Some of Bell's automated modeling
tools were exercised for the first time. These exper-
iences helped in other programs, such as V-22.

3. For the first time, automated
diagnostics, in the form of NASTRAN DMAP alters,
were exercised for model checking and mode identi-
fication for large FEM development.

4. Composites were found to re-
quire an order-of-magnitude greater effort for mate-
rial property identification than for metallic struc-
tures.

A(_AP Difficult Components Investigation

A series of GVTs of the ACAP were conducted

by AATD at its vibration test facility in Ft. Eustis,
VA. The NASTRAN correlations were performed by
Bell. Eight configurations were tested in the follow-
ing sequence:

1. Baseline with simulated fuel (1250 lb wa-

ter), rigid engine masses, and lumped masses for
main and tail rotors.

2. Crew doors removed.

3. Transparencies removed.
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Fig. 17. Bell ACAP NASTRAN airframe
vibration model.

4. Stripped down to primary structure with

dummy transmission fixture, lumped mass tail rotor
gearbox, and nose ballast.

5. Horizontal stabilizer added.

6. Cargo doorsadded.

7. Vertical f'm added.

8. Landing gears added.

The ACAP baseline and stripped-down GVT con-

figurations are shown in Fig. 18.

To conductthe difficultcomponent investiga-

tions,the ACAP NASTRAN FEM was modifiedto

represent each configurationfrom the stripped-

ALL COMPONENTS REMOVED

Fig. 18. ACAP ground vibration test
airframe.

down configuration(airframestrippedof engines,

landing gear, rotors,pylon [replacedby fixture],
fuel,stabilizers,driveshafts,doors,cowlings,elec-

tronics,wiring,seats,etc.)to the full-upbaseline

configuration.

The findingsfrom the ACAP GVT and FEM
correlationsaresummarized asfollows:

1. Predictedand measured naturalfrequen-

ciesfor the stripped-downconfigurationare com-

pared in Fig.19, which shows the major airframe

modes are generallywithin 10% difference,except
forthelateralmodel ofthedummy pylonfixture.

2. The modal damping estimatesfrom the

ACAP GVT are shown in Fig.20 and compared to

theAH-1G. Thiscomparison indicatesthereisnota

significantdifferenceinthedamping ofmetallicand

compositeairframes. The 2% damping lineon the
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figure is for reference; it indicates the modal damp-
ing value typically used for NASTRAN vibration
predictions.
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Fig. 20. Modal damping estimates from
tests for composite and metallic
airframes.

3. A representative comparison of the vibra-
tion vs. frequency response for the stripped-down
configuration is shown in Fig. 21 and for the base-
line in Fig. 22. In Fig. 21, a response line is also
shown in the figure to approximate the estimated re-

sponse as if the dummy pylon fixture modes (not re-
presentative of the actual structure) were eliminat-
ed and only primary structure response were includ-
ed.

4. The relative stiffness of composite and me-

tallic airframes were found to be quite different.
Note in Figures 19 and 21 the relatively high fre-
quencies of the second and third vertical modes
(around 35 and 45 Hz) compared to those for the

0.1 Oumnl V .
WIIflSlIM|MON

roof bqmdln9
mode

A 2nd vertic4d

!$t v_i I [_ _'_A J_rd vcl_ullo,o, t/ .k.... ,.,<..
'o.ool st

• _'_ _ ' _ NASTRAN

0.0001 '_._" ;] m

4/R|V

|IRIVj I
0.00001 , ,,, , ,. ,

o s io _i lo is io ii 40 4s sa
Fmtuency (Hit)

Fig. 21. Final FEM, ACAP stripped configura-
tion - vertical load on nose, vertical
response at FS 390.

AH-IG (around 18 Hz and 30 Hz, as shown in Fig.
11). This is primarily due to the high stiffness of

graphite/epoxy used in the fuselage compared to alu-
minum for the same strength. Note also that the

ACAP first vertical bending mode is primarily tail-
boom bending, and that the tailboom longerons had
been softened by design using glass/epoxy composite
material. This helps illustrate the potential for
stiffness tailoring with composites (graphite/epoxy
for stiffening and glass/epoxy for softening) relative
to metallic structures.

5. The correlationsofthecompositeairframe

areconsideredcomparable tothemetallicairframe.

Since the basic approach to modeling the NAS-

TRAN FEM isthe same (exceptthatthe skinand

panelelements are generallyQUADs in composite

and shearpanelsinmetallicstructures),theaccura-

cy ofvibrationpredictionisexpectedtobe compara-
ble.

Optimization

Optimizationoffersthe opportunityto more

efficientlyidentifykey designvariablesearlyinthe

design,therebyleadingtodesignswithlowervibra-

tionand lower weight.ll A preliminaryinvestiga-

tionintothe use of optimizationtechniquesto im-

provethecorrelationsbetween testand analysiswas

conductedbased on the AH-1G testingand original

NASTRAN FEM before improvement. Both the

UniversityofTexas atArlington(UTA) and Hughes

Aircraft(HA) subcontractedtoBelland appliednon-

linearprogramming (UTA) and sensitivityanalysis

(HA) to improve correlationof threemodes of the

AH-1G, i.e.,the firstand second verticalbending
(overallairframe)and landing gear (component)
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ACAP frequency response.

modes. Structural elements of the FEM were

grouped into nine design variables to reduce the size
of the problem. The results are shown in the table
below.

Bell has continued to pursue structural opti-
mization and has developed a program called the
Structural Optimization and Analysis Routine
(SOAR} in collaboration with UTA. The SOAR pro-
gram, which uses NASTRAN in the optimization
analysis, includes objective functions of weight, vi-
bration response, static displacement, and error

Table 1. Optimization studies on AH-1G helicop-
ter airframe for improved test/analysis
correlation.

1 •

Natural Frequencies (Hz)

Mode Test

Revised NASTRAN
model

Nonlinear Design
Original pro- sensitiv-

NASTRAN gram- ity ana-

model ruing* lysis**

First 7.9 8.2 7.6 7.8
vertical

bending

Landing 14.6 13.4 14.4 14.6

gear

Second 16.8 17.8 17.0 16.5
vertical

bending

* Bell/University of Texas at Arlington
** Hughes Aircraft Company

norm for correlation with test. SOAR is described

by Smith, et al.12

Sgmmary of Findings and Accomplishments under
DAMVIBS

The NASA DAMVIBS research program pro-
vided understanding of higher frequency vibration
predictions for metallic (AH-1G) and composite
(ACAP) airframes and identified modeling deficien-
cies and potential areas for improvement in 4/rev vi-
bration predictions. The findings and accomplish-
ments are summarized as follows;

1. Bell conducted NASTRAN modeling, test-
ing, and correlation exercises on the AH-IG and
ACAP airframes, which were planned and reviewed
with NASA and industry experts in order to ensure
scientific control as well as to promote technical ex-

change between the companies. This approach al-
lowed the companies to benefit from each other's
knowledge and experiences as well as converge on
industry modeling and correlation standards for
NASTRAN vibration analysis of airframe struc-
tures.

2. Vibration correlations and measured mod-

al damping were found to be comparable for metallic
(AH-1G) and composite (ACAP) airframes.
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Composites allow more designfreedom forstiffness

tailoringwhilemeetingstrengthrequirements.

3. More detail in the FEM was found to be re-

quired for higher frequency vibration correlation.
For example, in the AH-IG modeling and correla-
tion exercise, a detailed built-up FEM of the tail-
boom (rather than an elastic line) improved higher

frequency correlations.

4. In the AH-IG correlations, inclusion of sec-

ondary structure in the forward fuselage was found

to improve higher frequency correlations. The ef-
fects of the secondary structure, nonstructural pan-

els, and canopy should be considered during the de-
sign phase.

5. Accurate vibration analysis of the main ro-

tor pylon and isolation mounts should properly ac-
count for elastomerics, thrust stiffening, rotor dy-

namics effects, transmission case flexibility, and

mast support bearing stiffness.

6. Further work isrequiredtoquantifythe

effectsof nonproportionaldamping thatappears to

be more significantat the higher4/revfrequencies
thanat2/rev.

7. In the future, aeroelastic rotor analysis

improvements are needed in the representation of
rotor downwash and the calculation of hub loads for

multibladed rotor systems. The current technology
in force determination should be extended and used
as a means of verifying and improving the flight
vibration correlation of FEMs.

8. Structural optimization was found to be a
useful tool and Bell is continuing with development

of this methodology and integrating it into the de-

sign process to efficiently achieve minimum weight
and vibration levels in future designs.
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Abs_t
Mathematical models based on the f'mite elemcnt method of

structural analysis, as embodied in the NASTRAN computer

codc, are routinely used by the helicopter industry to calcu-
late airframe static intexnal loads used for sizing structural

members. Historically, less refiance has been placed on the

vibration predictions based on these models. Beginning in

the early 1980's NASA's Langley Research center initiated

an industry wide ira)gram with the objcctivc of engendering

the needed trust in vibration predictions using these models

and establishing a body of modeling guides which would

enable confident future prediction of airframe vibration as

part of the regular design process. Emphasis in this paper is

placed on the successful modeling of the Army/Boeing CH-
47D which showcd reasonablc correlation with test data. A

principal finding indicates that improved dynamic analysis

requires greater attention to detail and perhaps a finer mesh,

especially the mass distribution, than thc usual stress model.

Post program modeling efforts show improved correlation

placing key modal frequencies in the b/roy range within 4%

of the test frequencies.

A hetter capability to calculate vibration of helicopters is a

recognized industry goal. More reliable and accurate analy-
sis methods and c(mlputer aids call lead to reduced develop-

mental risk, improved ride comfort and fatigue life and even

increased airspeeds. An important element in the overall
vibration calculation is the finite element airframe model.

Mathematical models based on the finite clement method of

structural analysis as embodied in the NASTRAN computer

code arc widely used by the helicopter industry 1ocalculate
static internal loads and vibration of air frame structures. The

internal loads are routinely used for sizing structural mem-

bers. Until recently, the vibration prodictions were not relied

on during the design stage. Beginning in the early 1980's,

NASA's Langley Re.,_u'ch center initiated a program with

the objective of engendering the needed trust in vibration

predictions using these models and establishing a body of

modeling guides which would enable confident future pre-
diction of airframe vibration as part of the regular design

process. This program was subsequently given the acronym

DAMVIBS (Design Analysis Methods for VIBrationS).

* St. Mgr, Dynamics

** Technical Spocialist, Dynamics

3' Staff Engr, Dynamics

Boeing Helicopters overall participation in this program is
summariT_cd below:

• Contract NAS1-16460 "Planning, Creating and Docu-

menting a NASTRAN Finite Element Vibrations Model of
a Modem Helicopter" (CH-47D)

T,.sk I-I Planning NASA CR 165722 April 1981

"l'.lk I-2 Modeling NASA CR 166077 March 1983

Task I-3 "l'ett Requirements NASA CR 165855 April 1982

"l'aak I|-I Ground Shake 'lest NASA CR 166107 May 1983

and Correlation

"i'a_k 11-3 Summary Report NASA CR 172229 October 1983

• Contract NAS 1-17497

Helicopter

Modeling the 360 Composite

Task 2 Grotmd Shake Tett NASA CR 181766 March 1989

Task 1 Plan, Formulate and NASA CR 181787 April 1989
Correlate Model

• Contract NAS 1-17497 "Calculation of Flight Vibration

Levels of the AH-IG Helicopters and Correlation with

Existing Flight Vibration Measurements"
NASA CR 181923 Nov. 1989

Attention here will be focused on the NASTRAN modeling

efforts for the CH-47D and Model 360 with particular em-

phasis on the CH-47D.

Tochnical and organizational lessons learned from the

modeling exemise arc discussed. Post program efforts to

improve the CH-47D correlation arc also presented.

Mmlfliag.P_laa
As a counterpoint to most modeling efforts, this program

emphasized the planning of the modeling as the prime

portion of the effort. All of us have modeled by spreading
out the drawings and getting down to work, typically without

a very clear idea of where we were headed. In contrast to this,
the NASA Technical Monitor insisted on a well thought out

plan of attack, accompanied by detailed preplanned instruc-

tions, labeled "guides". These guides defined the modeling

approach for each type of structure (frames, stringers, rotor

shafts, ere). Even the documentation of the modeling had to

be weplanned. A very extensive modeling plan report was

published t. The plan was reviewed by other industry repre-

sentativesprior toundertaking thcactual modeling. Another

unique feature was that at the end of the modeling, deviations

from the planned guides duc to cause were reported.
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TheobjectivesoftheJmsJcling plan were as follows:

• Define guides for modeling, coding, document-

ing and demonstrating (I) suess (static) modeling, (2) mass

modefing, and (3) vibration modeling (by modification of
the sltess model).

• Eslablish the organization, schedule and resources

for performing detailed finite clement modeling.

Guides for static, ina_ and vibration modeling werc devcl-

()pal. _ included:

• Grid and element numbering

• Frame, stringer, skin treaunent

• Rt_r shaft and transmission modeling

• Concentrated and distributed ma_s

• Changes from the static model to form a
vibration model

The aircraft was first divided into major areas for conven-

ience in scheduling and tracking FEM activities. For the

CH-47D, the breakdown was as shownin Figure 1.
t
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Figure !. Breakdown into Major Area.v for Static Modeling

A logical grid and clement numbering scheme was _lected
to permit Irate "backof thc clcmenls. The schemc used for the

Model 360, illustralcd in Figure 2, was bclicved to bc

superior.

Derail Guides for modeling were described. Scvcml typical

CH-47D guides are illustrated in Figures 3 and 4
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Figure 2. Model 360 Grid and Element Numbering Scheme
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Figure 3. Static Modeling Guides - Frames
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Figure 4. Static Modeling Guides - BulkheacL_, Decks,
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[qgure 5. Stalic Modeling Guides - Analysi,_ M,qhod for

Composite Laminate Properties

Despite its nearly all composite construction, the modeling
procedures for the Model 3(30 were generally similar to the

CH-47D. In tic case of the composite structure, however,
there is an additional step; namely, the detezmination of

element material properties. While the slructure can b¢

analyzed using NASTRAN composite elements, this is not

considered efficient (at least in the design stage) by most
stress engineers. At Boeing Helicopters, a PC based lami-

nate analysis program called "COMPLY" is used to deter-

mine overall element proposes. Figure 5 illustrates the

principal attributes of the program.

Acutal ModelinR Exnedence

The static model was prepared by a senior stress engineer

and a technician working from the drawings of the CH-47D.
Figure 6 shows the final NASTRAN model of the aircraft
with the statistics indicated.

1,E_I STRUCTURAL NODE8
E,TU STRUCTURAL ELEMENTI

NO. OF

IY.P_E

CBAR - BEAM

76 CELAS2 - SPRING

3,253 CONROO - AXIAL

1.707 CSHEAR - QUADRILATERAL SHEAR

156 CTRIA3 - TRIANGULAR MEMBRANE

156 COUAD4 - QUADRILATERAL SHELL

12 CTRIA3 . TRIANGULAR SHELL

Figure 6. CH-47D NASTRAN Structural Model

A typical model detail illustrating the forward pylon upper

butUine beams is shown in Figure 7. The transmission

supp(m fitting at the top of the beam was de,signed to act as
a truss and is modeled with axial CON-ROD's. Otherwise the

model was like a frame in that caps were represented by

CONROD's and webs by CSHEAR's. Stiffeners used only

for web stability were not all modeled (some were to break

up panel sizes).
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Figure 7. Slazic Modeling of Forward Pylon Upper
Butt-l.z'ne Beam

A demonstration run wns made with the static model to

dct_nine wheahez the nmdel generated reasonable (error

free) m_ults. Internal loads were calculated for a 3 g pull-up

at a gross weight of 50000 pounds. Element forces, grid

point dL_placcmcnts, and grid point forcc balances were

examined. The stadc deflection plot for sel_d grid points

illustrated in Figure 8 indicates apparently rational rcsulL_.

..: UNDEFORMED

DEFLECTED i

Figure 8. Static Demonszrmion Case, Deflection for

3.0 g Pull-Up

Next, the model had to undergo eermin modifications from

a static to a vibration model. One of these changes was the

drag slrut of the engine mounL The drag strut, Figure 9, is
slotted and only acts under extreme maneuver and crash

loads. It was included in the static model, but was removed
from the vibration model. The inactive strut has a vibration

purpose; it prevents the drag strut from adding a yaw

stiffness increment which would have placed the engine yaw

natural frequency on 3/rev. Further, since the forward yoke

support fitting is significant in forming the stiffness of the

engine mounting, this yoke was remodeled to provide bcttex
detail. Cap areas of the forging were modeled with CBAR's

and the webs with CQUAD4 shell elements.

. ®

Ill|

Figure 9. Vibration Modeling Structural Changes

The most important change to form the vibration model was

the change of airframe skin from CSHEAR's to CQUA1M
membrane elements. In the static model, under limit load

conditions, the skins are buckled and provide only shear

stiffness. In the vibration model, under lg static loeds, the
skins are unbuckled and the CQUAD4 membrane elements

provide both shear and axial stiffness.

Concentrated weights of the engines, transmissions, and

APU were initially distributed to the attachment points in the

static model while preserving the mass and inertia of the

overall aircraft. For the vibration model, center of gravity

grid points were introduced at the engines and Inmsmission

',rodappropriate inertias used.
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A demonstration ruq was performed with the vibration

model. It was done in the free-free condition to re4)rcsentan

inl]ight situation. Emphasis wasplaced on the basicairframe

structure by modeling an empty aircraft without fuel. This

avoided the need for dealing with the nonlinear cargo and

fuel isolation systems. The demonstration run included the

calculation of natural frequencies, modes and forced re-

sponse. Results of the natural frequency calculation arc

summari/¢d in Table 1. Ba,_J on previous CH-47 modeling

and test experience, these results were judged to be reason-
able.

Table I. Vibration Demonstration Case.
Air frame Natural Modes

MODE FREQUENCY

NO. (Hz)

1 6.36

2 7.?4

3 7.62

4 B.24

5 11.00

6 12,89

7 13.81

S 16.01

9 IO,2_

10 17.41

1 t tg.20

12 2071

13 21.6!

14 22._

15 24,79

DISCRIPTION

1ST LATERAL - AFT PYLON LATERAL

ENQINE LATERAL YAW - OUT OF' PHASE

1ST VIERTIC/_ -/U:T PYLON LONQITLIDINAL

ENGINE LATERAL YAW - IN PHASE

2NO VERTICAL • PYLON LONGITUDINAL IN PHASE

2ND LATERAL- FWO PYLON LATERAL

3RD LATERAL - PYLON LATERAL IN PHASE

AFT LANDING GEAR LATERAL . OUT OF PHASE

UNDEFINED VE RTICAL

UNDEFINED LATERAL

UNDEFINED LATERAL

UNDEFINED VERTICAL

UNDEFINED VERTICAL

UNDEFINED COUPLED VERTICAL - LATERAL

UNDEFINED COUPLED VERTICAL - LATE RAL

NASTRAN Analysis of Test Confi=uradon

1he basic airframe vibration FEM initially demonstrated in

the lYe.c-free condition was modified to the test configura-

tion. Changes to the basic airframe model included incorpo-

ration of the I_:st hub fixtures (hub weight and shaker

attachment assembly) and adjustments to the mass distribu-

tion to account for equipment not installed.

The total NASTRAN model incorporated several unique
features. A persistent issue with regard to analytical corre-

lation of test and analysis has been the question of the

suspension system and shaker effects. Consequently, the

total model was fully representative of the test conliguration

including the support fixture, the shakers and the aircraft and

.shaker suspension system in addition to the basic airframe
model. A differential stiffness correction was al_ devel-

oped and applied to the stiffness matrix to include gravita-
tional effects (pendulum modes) on the susl_cnded a/retail.

With regard to the question of the suspension system and

shaker effects, the support fixture is always likely to have

modes in the testrange. The question, therefore, can only be

resolved by a compaxison of analytical aircraft responsesfor

the free and suspended conditions. Typical results illus-

trated in Figure l0 show only minor effects with the most

significant changes in the 30 to 35 Hz range. While these

results are applicable only to the test equipment used in this

program, they generally support the accepted suspension

concept. Physically, frequency shifts and amplitude vari-

ations may result from any of the following or combination
of the following:

• Coupling with shaker system

• Minor coupling with the support fixture

• Prestiffening of the airframe due to gravity
preload

• Other coupling mechanism s in the airframe due to

gravity preload

AI_, it should be remarked that the theoretical appropriate-

ness of representing pendulum modes by a differential
stiffness correction, while plausible, has not been thor-

oughly explored.

RESPONSE: FWD HUB VERTICAL
EXCITATION: FWD HUB VERTICAL

10

:I

0 EE

5 10 15 20 25 30 35

HZ

Figure tO. Typical Analytical Response for Free and

Suspended Conditions

Correlation of Test and _,naly_is

Conventional correlation of test and analysis for airframe

vibration is a comparison of natural frequencies and modes

first, and forced vibration second. In this program the

criteria order was reversed; more emphasis was placed on

the ability of the analysis to predict reasonable forced
amplitudes throughout the airframe. Natural modes were in

second place, although it is recognized that specific forced

peaks and valleys follow natural frequency placement. If

able to predict reasonable forced amplitudes from individual

rotor forces, then the analysis would be a reasonable tool for

predicting vibration arising from actual mixed forces and
directions.

Forced response comparisons with forward vertical excita-

tion are presented in Figure 11; with forward pitch excitation

in Figure 12; and with forward lateral excitation in Figure 13.

The response ,scale is in :t:g per pound of force.
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Figure 11. Comparison of Test and Analytical Forced Response with Forward Vertical Excitation
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Figure 12. Comparison of Test and Analytical Forced Response with Forward Pitch Excitation
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Figure 13. Comparison of Test and Analytical Forced Response with Forward Lateral Excitation

Vertical vibration prcdictitms from forward rotor vertical
cxcitation in Figure 11 shows fairly good absolute magni-
tude corrclationwith lest at the important 3/rev and 6/rcv
forcing frequencies. Thexe is generally an analytical re-
s_3nse which can be associated with the majortest peaks and
usually the minor ones as well. In thecoupled direction, i.e.
longitudinal motion under vertical excitation, the absolute
magnitudes, which are usually smaller than in the prime
diwxtions, are rcasonable well produced.

On thc ncgativc side, the vex3,prominent cockpit Sta 52 lest
rcsponsc at 28 Hz in the vertical direction has no stnmg

analytical countcrpart.

Results of the forwardrotor pitchexcitationarcinFigure 12.

Comparison of test and analysis here givcs gencrally good

agreement. Again absolute magnitude Wedictions aregood,

cspecially at 3/rev and 6/rcv. Longitudinal motion at the
forward hub Sows the strong peak near 10 Hz that is close
to the lest peak. Even the secondary peak near 17 Hz is

reproduced. Vertical motion frompitch excitation is accept-
able on an absolute basis at 3hey and 6/rev, but the magni-
tudes of the peaks disagree.

The analyticalpeakat 32.7Hz isgenerallyoveqxudictedin
amplitude.Thisimpliesthattheproperchoiceofdamping,

ratherthantheconstant2.5% slructuralcriticaldamping

assumed,wouldimprovethecorrelations.

Results of the forward rotor lateral excitation are in Figure

13. Again, the absolute magnitudes are reasonable. On the

negative side, the lateral peak near 21 Hz is over predicted.
Again the use of non-constant structural damping would

improve this situation.
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Corrclat_n hnorovem¢flts

A number of items arose from the modelin8 and correlation

experience whk:h Imvc the potential for further improve-
ment of correlation.

!. Correct modeling of'damping is a major need. The current

use of a constant assumed value of structural damping is not

adequate. Some form ofnonunifmmly distributed damping

is required.

2. Stringer area is not included in the shear area of the cross-

_,_ction, since the usual assumption of _in areas carrying all

shears is made. When summed the shear area of stringers is
as much as 50% of the skin area.

3. The upper portion of the spfice joints is in compression

under lg loading and unconnected stringers may be axially
effective.

4. More thorough modeling of the forward transmission

cover, shaft, bearings and bearing clearances may be neces-

sary to obtain a still closer match of the mode near 3/rev.

5. The hub lest fixture should be remodeled to better reflect

elasdc effects at the interface with the rotor shaft.

6. Masses are distributed to approximately 10% of the struc-

tural grid points. A finer mesh may be neccs_u'y to improve

higher mode predictions.

A preliminary effort to evaluate _mc of tbe_ improve-

ments was conducted. In Figure 14, damping has been

adjusted in an attempt to improve the forced response

correlation. Instead of using a constant 2.5% structural

damping, the "damping has been varied by mode as indicated

in the tabulation. The damping was varied bere to obtain the

best match at the bom)m of the response, away from the

resonance points.

A _ iniprovemcnt item has been explored. Table 2

summarizes the results of a number of exploratory runs to

investigate the el feet of splice joint continuity and stringer

shear area. F_r expediency, the ,stringer shear area was

simulated by modifying the shear modulus u) as to effec-

tively increase the shear area. The thrust of the effort was to

raise the baseline analytical frequency at 10.85 Hz to the test

value at ! !.7 Hz. The chart shows that with all the stringers

continuous at Stations 160 and 440, the frequency did

increase from 10.85 to 11.31 Hz. This change in splice joint

continuity has remarkably little effect on the frequency of

the remaining modes.

Next, to represent the actual stringcr shear area, the shear

modulus is increased by a factor of 1.5, the frequency of this

mode increased to ! 1.68 Hz, almost exactly the 11.7 Hz test

value. Note, however, that this change also r'ai_s the other

modal frequencies appreciably.

?.S

zJ

S.0

0

Ix_el_-ereCmT O_TiCau.
).60 2.s exce_ FOLL_tm

? 3.25
SP .06

11 5.0
12 8.75
14 1.25
IS I .Z5
15 10.0
17 5.0
18 12.5
19 7.5
20 7.5
Zl 8.75
Z3 7.5
_'4 5,0
25 5.0
26 7.5

FOPMARD LATERAL EXCITATION

COCKPIT STA. 52 Lift LATERAL (GRID 52)

x 104 ,, :_tO,O " | |

30;[ f_a _ TEST
lilt ;i_
I Iti , I: _ DMIPINGPER

It I h ..... UNIFORN 2.Sg

1 :

....... ] ......... I ......... I ....... I ......... h,_T, ,, ,,'_!
5 I0 18 20 25 30 3S

FREOUD, ICY .HERTZ

Figure 14. Effect of Model Damping on Forced

Response Correlation

Table 2. Effect of Splice Joint Continuity and Stringer

Shear Area on Natural Frequency

BASELINE
MOOEL

BASELINE

8.25
7.00
7.91
8.48
10.85
12.62
13.81
14,07
15.47
17.30
18.0i
20.01
20.64
21.00
_'J.10
33.41
23.90
25.30
20.12
27.42
25.41
29.30

8TA. )e0 AND 440
ALLSTRINGEFI_ OONTIf'_OU8

' r'
BASELINE X1.13 X1,5 )(2.0

8.26 8.40 8,73 7.00
7.11 7.18 7.40 7.84
7.8_ 9.00 8.10 &37
8.49 8.50 8.82 9,07
11.31 11.42 11.(B 11.97
12.63 1300 13.$4 14.88
13.M 14.28 15.15 18.07
14.88 18,88 )4.42 17.05
18.58 15,84 17.74 19.111
17.$4 17.70 f&80 19.111
18.11 18,44 19,25 _0.72
20.02 20.30 21.12 21.,43
_0.78 21.03 21.29
21.74 Ze.00 22.94 24.23
22.17 I_..81 24.32 25.9_
25,_2 _.gl 24.98 20.3O
24.03 34.01 28.03 27..18
25.35 26.93 27.36 28.83
25.,20 20.81 27.81 28.oo
27.48 27.78 28.85 30.47
25.46 20.18 31.07 3327
29.33 30.OG_ 31.72 33.81

STA. 103
C_TH'_

X1.13

8.40
7.18
8.00
8.60
11,42
13.00
14,,20
15.00
15.$4
17.70
18,,44
2O,36
21,00
22,OO
22.01
23.91
g4.61
25.$4
20.81
27.77
25.18
30.(:2
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Summary of Key Findines

Many valuableIcssouswore learnedfrom theDAMVIBS

finite element modeling, test and correlation program. In

general, these may be divided into two broad categories:

namely, technical and organi_,_ional.

Key Findings and conclusions covering a wide range of

subjects are summari1_l below:

1. SatislacUwy procedures were developed for analysis of

the suspended aircraft. In the case of the CH-47D, compari-
son of free and suspended configurations indicates only
minor differences.

2. Reasonable correlation was obtained between test and

analytical results. Adequate modeling of damping appears

as a major stumbling block to improved correlation.

3. A non-linear reslX_Se with force was observed during

.shake testing. The frequency at the peak responses tended to
decrease with increasing force level. The amplitude in-

creased, but not proportionally with force level. Frequency

_ifts up to nearly I Hz and amplitude changes up to 35%
were observed for a 2 to I change in force level. The changes

were neither uniform across the spectrum nor consistent

with frequency.

4. Significantly imwoved correlation appears possible by

including secondary effects such as stringer shear area and
effectivc splice joint stringer continuity due to lg loading.

5. Auachmcnt of large concentrated weights or lumped
masses to the airframe can becritical. The attachments must

correctly transmit loads into the structure. Initial Model 360

engine and cockpit floor modeling, for example, resulted in
a number of unrealistic modes.

6. Mass modeling in general has been treated rather super-

ficially compared to stiffness. Considering the modal

complexity of the higher ord_ natural frequencies near b/
rev, ranch mo_ detailed modeling is needed. To accomplish

this, appropriate software procedures keyed to finite element

modeling requirements are needed.

7. Modeling of a composite aircraft is more difficult than a

comparable metal aircraft because of the need to determine

equivalent physical properties for multi-ply structures of

varying ply orientations, thicknesses and material types.

8. Must he aware of details--like Stress uses buckled skins,

but the vibration model needs unbuckled skins, and--shenr

area of axial stringers, while perhaps only 20% of side skin

area, may be enough to affect correlation.

9. The grid and element numbering system used in the

Model 360 analysis (6 digits for grids, 5 digits for elements)

proved extremely flexible. The Ca'st three grid numbers

the fuselage station, 4th is odd right and even left, and 4th

thru 6th is the I.D. First element number is the superelement,

2nd is the element code, 3rd is odd right and even left' and

3rd thru 5th is the I.D. The superelement identification

permits division of the modeling effort.

10. The enforced displacement (rigid body) check is an
efficient first step in checking out a model. No mass model

is required and the check quickly identifies all of the over-

constrainedpoints.

I 1. The multi-level strain energy DMAP alter developed by

McDonnell Douglas Helicopte_ is an effective tool for

quickly identifying local modes, some of which may be due

to an inappropriate mass location.

12. On average, correlation appears satisfactory up to about

10 Hz, less satisfactory between 10 and 20 Hz and inade-

quate above 20 Hz. From this it can be concluded that the

correlation deteriorates with increasing modal complexity.

Therefore, improved dynamic analysis requires greater at-

tention to detail and perhaps a fmer mesh, especially the
mass distribution, than the usual stress model. This is

contrary to the previously held belief that the stress model

hasmore than enoughdetailfor dynamics (both the CH-47D

and Model 360 wograms emphasized the use of a "detailed

static model" for dynamics rather than forming a separate
model).

13. Structural modeling techniques seem to be relatively

uniform within the industry. In general thexe is a tendency
to force the load path (via modeling assumptions) rather than

letting NASTRAN determine the load path. (Example

stringers modeled as axial elements with no shear capabil-
ity).

14. The Stress group, as a general practice, needs to adopt

modeling procedures which are compatible with both static

and dynamic modeling requirements.

Oreanizational Lessms

The DAMVIBS wogram experience has had an impact on

our thinking regarding the formation of an airframe NAS-

TRAN model. Someofthe moresignificantcouclusionsare
as follows:

1. A planning phase is necessary during which specific

guides are laid out for static, mass and dynamic modeling.

2. To insure the best possible model for dynamic analysis,

the dynamicist needs to be closely involved with the stress
modeler in the formation of the model.
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3. WeighLs cnginccriag nccd.s to be a closer pan of the

techniques and requirumcnts for finite clement modeling.

4. Cost of the effort to provide a model for both static and

dynamic analysis is 5% of the airframe design effort. Cost
of the static model alone is 4% so the dynamics model costs

only an additional 1%.

pAMVIBS Influence on Subseoucnt Programs

Modeling of the V-22 began under Navy Contract in 1983 by

Bell and Boeing Helicopters and continues to the present.

Bell has design and NASTRAN responsibility for the wing,

rotor and drive, atal Boeing for fuselage and empennage.

Modelers in tx)th companies have been involved with

DAMVIBS. At Boeing, Bill Kesack, current V-22 Stress

Supervisor, did the DAMVIBS CH-47D static modeling
Bob Ricks, current V-22 Dynamics Senior Engineer, did the

DAMVIBS CFI-47D dynamic modeling.

As in DAMVIBS, Boeing Stress did the fuselage static

nmdel, Bell Stress did the wing/nacelle static model, Weights

provided input to Bell's node point mass distribution pro-

gram and it produced the NASTRAN mass inputs, and
Dynamics at both c(aupanics prepared and ran the superelc-
ment model.

As foreseen by an early DAMVIBS modeling plan, the V-22

model was created early in the design process, and influ-

enced much of die stiffness design details in trying to meet

frequency p 'laccment criteria. The model was ulxlatcd, and
made more detailed as the aircraft tlesigq evolved on the

CAD serccns.

Post Program Efforts

Since CH-47D's are still being delivered there is a continued

interest in the NASTRAN dynamic model as an investiga-

tive tool. Sub_quent to the NASA contract there have been

periodic efforts u) improve tic correlation. Following in

roughly chrom)logical order, arc Ihc more significantchangcs
made to theCIl-47model:

I. lncrcascd the dc_ai! of ht_cstructur, d modeling in _c area

of the eenter cargo hook cut-ouL

2. Modified the forward and aft landing gear models to the

compressed position (shake test condition).

3. Corrccted fucl tank matcrial properties and remodeled
connection to the airframe.

4. RcnaxJcled _ cabin floor to correct geometry and

c"l_mgcconnections to the airframe.

5. Changed thentodulus foraluminum from lOx I06to

10.3x I0_(averagevalueof alloys used).

6. Corrected splice joint MPC errors.

. Added aft cabin cargo ramp structural model

(No redistribution of ramp mass which is distributed

along side beams).

8. Modit'ted attachment of the forward rotor shaft to the

transmission to incorporate bearing stiffness.

9. Modified attachment of the aft rotor shaft to the thrust

deck to incorporate thrust bearing stiffness.

10. Fixed numerous SPC/mechanism problems using the

multi-level strain energy check.

I !. Modified splice joints to make slringers in the upper

portion of the fuselage continuous.

12. Relocated forward rotor shaft bearing location grid

points to reflect bearing contact angles. This signifi-

candy increases the moment stiffness between the shaft
and the transmission.

13. Added stringer flange shear area contribution to cabin

skins by an appropriate increase in the shear modulus

of individual skin panels.

14. Replaced CONRODS in forward pylon forgings with

CBARS to account for bending stiffness provided by

integral ribs.

Items l through l0 arc changes based on a review of the

model by E.C. Naumann of NASA Langley. Changes to the

splice joint and the addition of slringer shear area ( 11 and 13)

arc refinements of an earlier investigation of these areas.

The remaining items are attempts to further improve the

correlation by investigating perceived weaknesses in the
model.

Table 3 is a summary indicating the effect of the post

program changes oudincd above. Overall, there appears to

be greatly improved correlation. Improvements above 16 Hz

(mode 8), however, should be viewed with caution due to a

lx)ssible lack of correlation in the mode shapes. For the

moment, tic modes of greatest interest are modes 5 and 6

(forward pylon longitudinal and lateral respectively) and

mode 8 (fundamental vertical bending). For the new baseline,

observe that the frequency of both forward pylon modes

(modes 5 and 6) is lower compared to the original NAS-
TRAN results. This is due primarily to the introduction of

the forward rotor shaft bearing stiffness. In contrast to the

previous evaluation, the addition ofstringer shear area has

almost no effecL The stringer flange area is considerably

less than the expected 50% of skin area and not uniformly

distributed around Ihe cross section. Stringer shear area for

individual sk in panels ranges from 0 to 31% of the skin area.

Wilh all of the changes incorporated, the pylon longitudinal
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lr_lucncy (iliO(Ic .'5) i.XI I .._ IIz comparod U) I 1.7 Hz lest and
I_ pylon lateral (ul(Kk'. 6) is 13.02 ltz with a lest value of

i 2.6 ilz. The frequency t)f the vertical bending ,node (mode
8) is 16.11 Hz vcrsus the lest value of 16.2 Hz.

Table 3. Effect of Post Program Model Changes

NO N_TR_

REOUL1

1 111'O

2 10

3 7.01

4 S.U

S I0N

6 1203

7 13|1

14 17

0 16,47

9 17,3

10 lI._

11 22.01

12 2004

13 21,1H)

14 sm.I

10 23,41

I$ 2"A90

t7 N3

NAT UP.AL I_EOtlNCY * HX

NEW RIEI.OGATE F_ ADO

S_tAKE IASELIME St#UcT BRNO 8TRINOER

TEST (1t_1_ _)T_) OR)O POINT6 $1-EAR AREA

6 6 0.48 0.0 650

12 7.011 7.OD 7.10

II 0 704 7.Be* 7.N

1 * . I M I,_ I._

11 7 10,10 11.33 11.36

126 I 1,7"JI 1_',74 12.U

1:) I SECONON_Y REI ,PONIE

IS2

U _N_ MODE

102

177

114

ll.J Jilt

_0

14,N 14.9D

Ii, M 16+113

17,21 17._4

17.03 I?AI6

2007 210

21.50 21,02

JeLlS 22.10

22L7l 22,79

_4.0 14.50

34.3,1 J4.M

14._

I00_

17.21

1703

2t M

220e

22.2

22.70

24.04

_4.7

NOIRI: illW 4AIIJL I)_ _ _ _ MOOiPIGAT K_4B
Illidi41 11_R(_4JI_H 11.

_OO FVVO

IP_LON
MOO

$50

7.1

7N

0.50

1115

1305

14,90

16.11

17.22

1764

4'1 M

2221

gE,n,_w.

_1_0

34.04

24.71)
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by Nh'. William C. Walton, Jr. until his rctirement in 1984.
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Raymond G. Kvalemik.
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This paper presents a summary of some of the

work performed by McDonnell Douglas Helicopter
Company under NASA Langley-sponsored rotorcraft

structural dynamics program known as DAMVIBS

{Design Analysis Methods for VIBrationS). A set of
guidelines which is applicable to dynamic modeling,

analysis, testing, and correlation of both helicopter
airframes sad a large variety of structural finite ele-

ment models is presented. Utilisation of these guide-

lines sad the key features of their applications to vi.

bration modeling of helicopter airframes are discussed.
Correlation studies with the test data, together with

the development and applications of a set of efficient
finite element ntodel checkout procedures, are denton-

strated on a large helicopter airframe finite element

model. Finally, the lessons learned sad the benefits

resulting front this program are summarised.

1. Background and Introduction

Under a II. S. Government sponsored contract, Mc-

Donnell Douglas Helicopter {MDHC) was one of the
four helicopter ntanufacturers who participated in

conducting a study of finite element analysis of he-

licopter airframes for the enhancement of the tech-

nology base re|need to the area of airframe structural

dynamic analysis. This work which was sponsored by

the NASA Langley Research Center Structures Direc-

torate, consisted of planning, development, and the

documentation of modeling techniques and computa-

tional procedures. Additional tests were performed to

obtain the necessary data to verify the finite element

model and to develop procedures for correlation stud-

ies. The modeling and shake test were performed on

the McDonnell Douglas AH-64A {Apache) PV01 Hell.

copter. Initially, a structural finite element model was

prepared {t I

* M,magor, Momber AHB.
t ltlmareh It.nginmr, Msmbsr AHS.
l !t_,t_ Znlin.w_ ldemb,r AHS.

The guidelines were broken into three different cate-
gories which consisted of those used for modeling of

the stiffness characteristics, representation of the mass

distribution, and consideration of factors affecting the

accurate representation of vibrational characteristics

of the model. Other resources required for performing
efficient model checkout ¢2j and techniques used for

different types of vibration analyses, were also devel-

oped 13.4). The portion of this effort which is related

to the dynamic aspect of these studies is the subject

of this paper.

In the first section of this paper, the procedures used

in converting the static model into a dynamic model

are discussed. These include steps such as addition of

non-structural components and extra grid points for

the representation of the locations of the heavy mass

items and inclusion of additional effects in shear pan-
sis to make them properly effective. For the accurate

representation of the mass distribution, which is a key
factor in a dynamic analysis, a procedure is developed

which is discussed next 151. This procedure is used

to systematically distribute the mass data over entire

finite element model. In addition to these changes, a
set of model quality assurance procedures is developed

which helps the analyst to rapidly identify modeling

errors prior to performing any analysis. These proce-
dures are summ,'u'ised.

]z, the second part, the efforts spent on obtaining

an experimental database describing the vibrational
characteristics of the aircraft structure and the finite

element model enhancement process are discussed _e|

The procedure used for testing, the criteria used for
mode identification, and a summary of test results

is discussed. A summary of correlation studies per-

formed to check the validity of a finite element model

and the associated modeling assumptions will be dis-

cussed. As a part of this enhancement process, the

modeling problems that were identified as a result of

correlation studies are presented. In addition, the gen-

eral application of the test results is discussed.

Finally, use of a model reduction procedure for the
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purpose of increasing the computational efficiency for

the dynamics optimisation applications is discussed.

A preliminary study was performed to demonstrate
application of such a procedure. The lessons learned

from this study which include the development and

application of the model reduction process and the use
of the reduced model in a sensitivity analysis study

axe summarised. Fiua/ly the lessons learned from the
overall DAMVIBS effort are discussed.

[1. Vibration Modeling

Another task in generating a dynamic model involves

the development of the mass model. This process gen-

erally consists of following tasks; a) generation of a de-

tailed weights record for the weight empty flight con-

figuration, b) generation of a detailed listing of use-

ful load weights, c.g.'s, and inertias, c) distribution of
primary structure weight via material density parame-

ter, d) manual distribution of large concentrated mass

items (i.e., main rotor, transmission, engines, etc.),
and e) automatic distribution of remaining mass data

using a systematic and preferrably automated mass

lumping process.

Generally, there are two major tasks involved in the

development of a dynamic model from a static model.

First step involves the additional modeling resources

necessary to make a static model useful for vibration

analysis. Next is the generation and addition of the
mass distribution to the static model.

A static model which is primarily used for calcula-

tions of internal loads and stresses under static loads

generally does not contain a detailed representation of
mass information. Prior to its use for dynamic anal-

ysis, it is required that additional steps be taken to
accommodate for the locations of heavy mass items

such as engines, missiles, etc. In the case of Apache

model, shown in Fig. 1, one of these steps involved the

addition of secondary structures and non-structural

parts and a set of additional grid locations required

for proper representation of masses. These grid points

were properly linked to the

Fig. 1. AH-64A Dynamic MSC/NASTRAN Model.

surrounding areas. The next step in this conversion

process was to correctly represent the structure for the

in service conditions. In the cue of static models, gen-

erally impending failure conditions are considered. In
this case it is assumed that the skins are fully buckled

and do not carry any tension/compression loads. This

assumption needs to be modified for simulation of in

service conditions. Thus, proper steps were ta/mn in

order to make sure that the skins were appropriately
effective.

Most of the information specified in the above list is

generally available through the mass database and the

mass density information of different geometric repre-

sentation of various model components. For the pur-

pose of distributing the the remaining mass data (i.e.,
item e), an automated mass lumping procedure was

established. In the case of Apache model, this proce-

dure was used to systematically distribute the mass

data over the specified dynamic model grid locations

and as a result a set of CONM2 cards were generated
that were used in the dynamic model. The method-

ology used for the distribution of the finite element
model mass data is discussed in detail in Ref. 5.

For the distribution of mass data, the lumping pro-
gram requires two sets of information, namely, the ac-
tual aircraft mass data records and the location of the

selected grid points of the finite element model. The

mass data is organised and stored in a format that is

consistent with the MIL-STD1374A. Starting with the

first mass item in the database, the program internally

generates an imaginary volume, referred to as lump-

ing volume, around the mass item. Next, by searching

through the specified grid points, it identifies those

grids which are confined within this volume and then
assigns a different portion of the mass item to each of

the selected grid points. Then, in case where there are

still some remaining portions, the program increases

the sise of the lumping volume and starts assigning

portions of the remaining mass item to the new set

of grids which may now be within the confinement of

the increased volume. This process is repeated until

the mass item is completely distributed to the sur-

rounding grids. This process is repeated for each of

the mass items. However, proper care is taken within

the program for avoiding the relumping of the mass of

those items which have already been accounted for.

Figure 2 represents the genera/ arrangement of the

lumping process and illustrates the input ud out-

put streams of the automated mass lumping program.

Although this program can accommodate structural

mass input, the primary intent in the development

of the program was to distribute nonstructura/ mass
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items (e.g. fasteners, wire bundles, etc.) to model

grid point locations. This mass lumping process min-
imises the human error through automatic generation

of a set of CONM2 cards which are readily used as

Fig. 2. Block Diagram of Mass Lumping Program.

a part of the NASTRAN bulk data deck. The struc-

tural mass (e.g. skins and stringers) is calculated via

material density cards internaUy within NASTRAN
to form the total mmm matrix.

ill M_e_l *e_ifi_c_i0a_Prgge_s

tion, where the N-set and F-set stiffness matrices are

being assembled, improper applications of the Multi-

Point Constraint equations (MPCs) and Single Point

Constraints (SPCs) could result in further modeling

errors. Incorrect specifications of these types of con-

straints will result in incorrect representation of the

linear relationships among different DOgs and over-

constrained boundary conditions, respectively.

Cholesky Decomposition DMAP

The purpose of this check is to identify singularities or

mechanisms as well as near singularities or soft spots

in the model at the F-set level. For this purpose, a

DMAP was developed which employs the DCOMP

functional module to perform a triangular decomposi-
tion of the F-set stiffness matrix in the static solution

sequence (2j. After the decomposition, a diagonal ma-

trix results whose elements provide information about

the conditioning of the stiffness matrix. A max factor

diagonal value [i.e., ratio of the largest diagonal term

to the lowest diagonal term} of over 10_ indicates a soft

spot (i.e., near singularity) while a value over 101° is

indicative of a mechanism {i.e., singularity). In ad-

dition to the max factor ratio, another parameter, e,

is calculated. Aside from round-off errors, any large

nonzero value of e is indicative of a singularity in the
stiffness matrix.

Model verification process is one of many tasks re-

quiring a substantial amount of time. Thus, it is very
desirable to have tools that can facilitate and auto-

mate this process as much as possible. A series of
computational procedures were developed in the form

of DMAPs. These DMAPs were used to identify both

modeling errors and also provide certain information

regarding identification of modes, energy associated

with each mode and calculation of modal participation
factors. The latter two DMAPs were developed prior

to start of DAMVIBS program at the MDHC. How-

ever, due to their high level of effectiveness and also

for the sake of completeness they are included here

and are briefly discussed in the following sections.

As a result of applications of these modeling check-

out DMAPs to a variety of structures, a common set
of sources of errors has been identified. Those errors

which occur during the assembly of the G-set stiffness

matrix ate due to; In) the improper specification of
the coordinate couplings where two components which

are located in different coordinate systems are cou-

pled together improperly, (b) the use of a short beam

element next to a long beam element, (c) use of a

large or improper aspect ratio for plate elements, or

{d) the use of CELAS ehments between noncoinci-

dent points. Each of these modeling practices will

result in the ill-conditioning of the G-set stiffness ma-
trix. In the second and third levels of model forms-

Multi-LevelStrainEnergy DMAP

In contrast to the Choleski Decomposition Check,

Multi-Level Strain Energy Check provides informa-

tion about modeling problems at allthreelevels{i.e.,

G-set,N-set,and F-set}of model formation in NAS-

TRAN. Through a DMAP, the stiffnessmatrix, and

the rigid body modes obtained from the grid point

geometry of the structure,are used to calculatethe

strainenergy of the structure at each of the three

levelsof model formation. The same information is

alsoused tocalculateanother parameter referredto as

the nodal strain to provide further information about

modeling problems at each of the levels (el. As a

result, any problems which might be caused by the

improper grounding of the structure (i.e., G-set), in-

correct application of MPC equations (i.e., N-set), or

incorrect definition of the SPC constraints (i.e., F-set)

will be identified through examination of these nodal

strain energy at each level. To demonstrate the ap-

plicability of this powerful tool, it was applied to the
AFI-1G NASTRAN model _I. Examination of the N-

set strain energy matrix, shown in Table 1, revealed

some problems associated with the rotational degrees

of freedoms (i.e., the third through sixth diagonal el-

ements of the matrix are much ia._l_ thu 10} which
are indicative of incorrect application of MPC equa-

tions. To further identify the degree of freedom as-

sociated with the MPC equation, another matrix, re-
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ferred to _ N.set nodal strain matrix w_ examined.

The last
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Table l. N-set Strain Energy Matrix.

three columns of this matrix, shown in Table 2, which

were representative of the rotational degrees of free-

dora revealed the location of the troublesome grid and

the associated degrees of freedom (i.e., grid points

7505 and 15218). Once the associated MPC equation
was corrected the DMAP was Main applied and sim-

ilar problem associated with the MPC equation used

for the engine support location was identified. This

problem was then corrected.

This technique was initially applied during dynamic

analysis of the Hughes Advanced Attack Helicopter

(AAH). At the time of application, the model had 9792

degrees of freedom. To identify the modal characteris-

tics of the model, an eigen analysis was performed up
to 25 Ha. Within this frequency range, eighty seven

modes were calculted where each mode contained an

eigenvector containing lO000 values. Through appli-
cation of the kinetic energy DMAP, a filtered modal

kinetic energy matrix was obtained which contained

only a set of larger values for each mode (41 A quick

examination of the filtered modal kinetic energy ma-
trix revealed candidates for the local or actual struc-

tural modes. A structural mode is generally identified

by a column contemning many large numbers, since the

energy is distributed and large portion of structure

moves together. In the case of local modes, only a few
elements of the matrix have very large values, indicat-

ing only a local area of structure is moving. Figure 3

shows a sample of a structural mode identified through
this procedure.
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Table 2. N-set Nodal Strain Matrix.

Kinetic En__ D MAP

One of the key recent improvements in the dynamic

analysis of large finite element models is the devel-

opment of efficient and accurate eigenvalue extraction
techniques. Introduction of such techniques has re-

sulted in their applications to more complex systems

and consequently much larger FEMs. As a result, for

the prediction of structural modal characteristics, the

analyst is often confronted with the identification and

post processing of large number of high density modal

vectors. For very large and detailed models, this pro-

cuss is rather tedious and time consuming. Conse-

quently a DMAP was developed which is referred to

as Kinetic Energy Check DMAP t3'4L Application of
this DMAP results in the caculation of the modal ki-

netic energy associated with each mode and rapidly
identifies the candidate structural modes. Addition-

ally, such results provide the necessary information to

identify the local modes and any possible modeling er-
rors. Since the development of this DMAP, it has been

applied to a large number of different structures and

has resulted in a subltantial saving of manhours and

the elimination of costly and time consuming plotting

process of the local/trivial modes.
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Fig. 3. AAH First Torsion Mode.

Modal Participation DMAP

An important information during studies of the dy-

namic structural response of linear systems is the con-
tribution of different structural modes to the total re-

sponse of a selected point or a finite region of the

structure. Such information generally provides valu-
able insight into the vibrational characteristics of the

system and points out areas where structural modifi-

cations could result in improved responm. In certin

applications, such data provides the necessary infor-

mation for the identification and selection of an opti-
mum location for vibration control devices. For this

purpo_, a DMAP was developed which calculates the

modal participation factors associated with response

of a selected location of the structure (TL For the up-



plicationof this DMAP, frequency response (SOL 30)

is used. Application of this technique to a vibration
reduction study is diecussed in detail in Ref. 5.

IV. Experimental Efforts

T st ob tive

The main objective of the shake test was to obtain an

experimental data base describing the vibration re-

sponse of the test vehicle. This data base consisted
mainly of transfer functions of response acceleration

to input force versus input frequency for various mea-
surement locations throughout the fuselage structure.

Although the test was not a modal survey test, the

major airframe modes were extracted from the test
data. These modes provided insight into the basic vi-

bration characteristics of the fuselage and aided in the

correlation with NASTRAN model.

Test Vehicle

The test vehicle used was the U.S. Army's AH-64A

Advanced Attack Helicopter. The testing was per-

formed with the vehicle in the primary milmion con-

figuration qo). The main rotor hub and blades were

replaced with a rigid steel fixture which was attached
to the static mast in a manner similar to the actual

hub. The dummy structure was equivalent to I00_

of the weight of all of the actual itenm except for the

rotor blades. The blade weight was reduced to 60%

of the actual weight to more closely represent the dy-

namic equivalent of the rotating system.

Test Setup

The test vehicle was suspended from a gantry. Air sue-

pension springs located at the top of the gantry pro-
vided vibration isolation between the test vehicle and

the gantry structure. This method minimised feed-

back from the gantry modes of vibration into the test

aircraft. Link chain was used to attach the air spring

system to the dummy main rotor hub. This technique

removed the tendency for the aircraft to yaw. Sinu-

soidal vibration excitation was applied to the test vs.
hicle at the main rotor hub and at the tail rotor. Three

forces (longitudinal, lateral and vertical) were applied

to the main rotor hub, as well as two moments (pitch

and roll). These forces and moments were applied

at the vertical and station positions equivalent to the

blade plane and the center of rotation. Three forces

were applied at the tail rotor location: longitudinal,
lateral and vertical. The tail rotor excitation point

was at the center of rotation and at a lateral position

which is half way between the two rotor planes. The

flight tail rotor equipment was on the aircraft during
the entire shake test.
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Test Procedure

During excitation, data was taken over a frequency
range of 3.75 to 50 Hs except for the tail rotor in-

put cases which extended this range to 200 Ha. The
frequency was stepped up in increments of 0.5_ and

the input dwelled for a few seconds at each frequency

step to allow the response to come to quasi-steady
state. Data was taken for all accelerometers at each

frequency step. Each dwell and measurement step

took about 5 seconds to complete, so an entire test

(3.75 to 50 I'Is) could be run in less than 45 minutes.

Instrumentation

A total of 102 accelerometers were mounted on the

aircraft at 39 locations and four were mounted on the

gantry and suspension system. Each accelerometer

was tested in a mechanical system, comprised of a
load cell and a known free mass. The mass was driven

in the test frequency range. The resulting transfer

function from each unit was used by the computer to

convert voltage to acceleration and to adjust the phase
at each frequency step.

The accelerometer locations were chosen based on

three criteria: (1) to identify the response at key lo-

cations such as pilot seats, engines, hubs, etc,; (2) to

describe fundamental modes of the aldrame; and (3)

to identify important local modes such as those of the

wings,

The accelerometers were mounted on one inch cubic

fiberglass blocks which were epoxied to the airframe.
The blocks were oriented such that their faces were

aligned with three orthogonal axes of the ship. Each
block had one to three accelerometers attached to it.

The use of a large number of fixed accelerometers

proved to be much more effective than a few roving

accelerometers, as is usually done in this type of test-

ing. The chief reasons for this are as follows. The

accuracy of accelerometer positioning was greatly in-

creased. Errors in mounting and polarity were min-
imised because the accelerometers remained fixed in

position for the entire test. Moreover, the time re-

quired for testing was greatly reduced because only

one frequency sweep was necessary for each test case.

Data Acquisition and Control

The system used for data acquisition and control

was 100% computer controlled and exclusively used
I'[ewlett Packard instrumentation. At the heart of the

system was the HP9836 computer/system controller.

At each frequency step, all data channels were scanned

and 16 readings were taken over one cycle of vibration.
This data was then sent front the HP6942A scanner



to the HP9836 computer where magnitude and phase

data wu extracted by means of a Discrete Fourier

Transform. By this method the first harmonic was
extracted while the higher harmonics, up to the 8th,

were rejected.

Fig. 4. Fuselage First Vertical Bending, 5.45 Hz.

Test Results

The essential results of the shake test were the re-

sponse transfer functions. Additional results include

natural frequencies and mode shapes which were

gleaned from the transfer functions. Although not es-

sential, thil data aided in the correlation of the NAS-

TRAN model and provided insight into the vibration
characteristics of the aircraft. A sample mode shape

from the test data is presented in Fig. 4. Natural

frequenies were estimated from the data by means of
an indicator function (el. When the value of the first

function approaches unity, a natural frequency is in.

dicated. Samph indicator function results are shown

in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Sample Indicator Function Results.
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An excellent correspondence between test and NAS-

TRAN results was obtained for the frequency re-

sponses up to 13 Hi. This includes the first six modes
found in the shake test. Above 13 Hi, the correla-

rio, tends to deteriorate gradually as the frequency of

the response increases. A comparison of natural fre-

quencies found by test and calculated by NASTRAN

is given in Table 3. Typical response correlation plots

T_r

4.42 4.28 -3.2

5.45 5.39 -1.1

9.39 8.79 -6.4

10.07 9.78 -2.9
12.11 12.26 1.2

12.48 12.74 2. I

13.38 15.15 13.2

13.85 15.37 11.0

20.44 17.78 -13.0

Table 3. Correlated Modes

The problem areas in the correlation were the en-

gines, stabilator, and the wings. However, much in-

provement was obtained in the vertical response of the

wings based on the preliminary correlation results. In

addition to improving the existing finite model, much

knowledge gained in the correlation effort will be ap-

plicable to future analyses. Shake test results can of-

ten be used to refine an existing finite element model.

This is accomplkhed by comparisons of experimental

and analytical results. This comparbon initially in-
dicates whether or not there are errors in the model

and asai_ in locating probable areas in which these

errors may reside. If an error has been caused by an

incorrect a_umption, then the correlation study can

provide a guide as to how the problem might be cor-

rected. Finally, the test comparison provides a stan-

dard by which the degree of enhancement can be mea-

sured. The following discussion deecribes an example
of how shake test results were utilised to enhance the

NASTRAN finite element model of the AH-64A air-

frame.

Initial comparison of the frequency response curves

obtained from the test with those predicted by NAS-
TRAN indicated that, for some cases, there were dis-

crepancies between the two sets of results. The most

noticeable problems appeared in the responses of the

wings, the engines and the stabliator.

Examination of the deflected shapes obtained from

test and analysis helped to further localke and iden-

tify errors in the model. A specific example of such er-

ror is a mode at approximately 8.5 He which is shown

in Fig. 7. This mode is predominantly a wing mode

although it is significantly lower in frequency than the

wing modes found in the test results. In addition, one

wing is undergoing pure vertical bending, while the

other is experiencing nearly pure wing torsion. Such

asymmetric behavior was not found in the test results.
Therefore, it was concluded that there were errors in

the wing portion of the finite element model.
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After cloH scrutiny of the wing portion of the model,

problems were identified _md corrected. The problems

were mainly asymmetries in the lumped muses and

element products of inertia, overly stiff modeling of

the pylons, emd the omission of the trailing edge. The

wing trailing edge was ignored in the static model be-
cause it was considered secondary structure•
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With the improvements made to the model, the ana-

lyst cam use the entire inventory of test results such as

frequency response plots, deflected shapes, and modal

frequencies to examine the effect of the improvements.

An excellent example of this is the improvement of the
vertical response of the wing as a result of the changes

implemented in the model. See Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8. Improved Correlation of
Vertical Response at Wing Tip.

V L _.G.en¢_ra/A_p__!ication of Test ResuLts

A comprehensive shake test, such as the one per-

formed under this program, not only helps to enhance

an existing finite element model of the test specimen,

but also provides valuable guides for enhancing other

models and future modeling efforts. Test results may

be used to verify ,nodeling practices used in the past,

to identify questionable assumptions and practices,

and to provide a reasonable level of confidence in the

analysis.

It is usually necessary to make unmptions in prepar-

ing u finite element model. The validity of these

assumptions must be verified by testing. In this

particular case, the test results confirmed many of

the assumptions used in modeling the AH-64A heli-

copter. For example, the assumption that stringers

and longerons carry axial loads while skins and webs

carry shear loads was verified. The effectiveness of

using a static model for dynamic analysis with dy-
namic reduction was also confirmed. Good correlation

associated with main rotor mast responses confirmed

our modeling technique regarding the main rotor sup-

port structure and the overall representation of the
airframe.

The correlation of the test results revealed some u-

sumptions and practices which were not quite correct.
The following are some examples. Although using a

static model for dynamic analysis was generally suc-
cessful, some of the assumptions made for statics were

not good for a dynamic model. Two examples were

ignoring the trailing edge structure of the wing and

the frictional load carrying capability of bolts. Some

assumptions made for statics were previously recog-
nised and corrected to meet dynamics requirements.

An example of this wu the shear panel e_ectivity.

Regarding the mass distribution, some of the assump-

tions and methods were not strictly correct. For ex-
ample, the automated mass lumping routine does con-

sider connectivity when lumping the masses, nor does

it rigorously account for rotational mass moments of
inertia.

VII. Vibration Reduction Studies

Generally, use of model reduction procedures for the

purpose of increasing the computational efficiency is

of great interest in a dynamic analysts. This is espe-

cially true in dynamic optimisation applications. Con-

sequently, a preliminary study was done to explore the
applicability of a reduction procedure to a vibration

reduction study. A model reduction procedure was

initially developed and was used in vibration study.

M_Qdel Reduction Procedl_r_e_

A computational procedure for the reduction of large
airframe finite element models was developed IS). This

procedure, which has been implemented as a set of

DMAPs, results in a significantly reduced model while

retaining the 'essential dynamic characteristics of the

full-slued model. This procedure was applied to a

slightly modified version of the airframe dynamic fi-

nite element model of AH-64A Attack Helicopter. A

mathematicaly reduced model with significantly less

DOFs was obtained. This reduced model, is shown in

Fig. 9.

l_ig. 9. Apache Stick Model.

This model is an accurate representation of the global

behavior of the full model. The resulting reduced
model resulted in a substantial reduction in the com-

putation time. This reduced model which has 83 grid
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pointsanda total of 498 DOF is only a mathematical

representation of the reduced (stick) model (i.e., the

elastic properties are defined in terms of stiffness ma-

trix rather than physical elements such as bar, beam,

etc.). However, further steps could be taken to carry
this mathematical reduced model one step further and

develop an equivalent "physical _ reduced model. This

process was not pursued. Instead, the "mathemati-
cal" reduced model was adapted for sensitivity analy-

sis study which will be discussed in the following sec-

tion. Following the •reduction process, an eigen anal-

ysis was performed to evaluae the accuracy of the dy-
namic reduced model. Figure I0, represents the first

vertical bending mode.

Fig. 10. Stick Model First Vertical Bending.

To further quantify the degree of correlation between

the two models, an in-house computer program which

provided a systematic way of checking the degree of

correlation between frequencies, mode shapes or a
combination of the two, was used Is) Table 4 shows

the resulting correlation matrix between the two mod-
els.

fREqUENCY(SZ) NOOESHAeE
MODE FULL STICK COIRELATION"

TAILBOOM TORSION $ 45 $ 82 0._1

IST VF, R'r BENDING 40Q $ IS 093

IST LATERAL BENDING 10 70 97S 0 154

SYM ENGINE YAW AND PITCII II 44 II 67 0'IS

VERT TAIL LONG BENDING II 97 12,31 091

MAST LONG• HENI)IN(; 13.41 1433 097

ANTL_JYM ENGINE YAW 14 16 IB43 0 70

STABILATOR YAW 2063 19.110 0 81

* 1.99 : PERFEC'T <;)RRELATION

0 O0 = NO CORRELATION

Table 4. Modal Correlation Matrix.

The correlation f_tors indicated in Table 4 are basi-

cally indicative of the degree of correlation between a

pair of global modes.

Vibration Reduction study

in addition to the development and application of the

model reduction procedure, another study was made

to examine the applicability of the reduced (stick)

model to a vibration reduction study. For this pur-

pose, the reduced model was subjected to different

four-per-rev hub excitations and the modal frequency

responses (SOL 30) of different locations of the struc-
ture, together with the contribution of each mode to
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the total response of each location, were calculated
17). Subsequent to the identification of the dominant

modes, a design sensitivity analysis study (SOL 53)

was performed to identify the pertinent model param-
eters (e.g., cross sectional area, area moment of iner-

tia, etc.) which have the most effect on the vibrational

response at the selected locations. Once these param-
eters were identified, certain incremental changes were

made to each of them individually or a combination
of these parameters to reduce the vibration at the se-
lected locations.

In conjunction with the vibration reduction study, the

contribution of each mode to the total response of the
selected portion of the structure was determined at the

location of interest. This location was the tip of the
vertical tail of the AH-64A reduced model. For this

purpose, an in-house DMAP IT) program was used

in conjunction with the MSC/NASTRAN modal fre-

quency response solution sequence (SOL 30). Figure
• 1i shows the four modes with the largest contribu-

tions to the total response of the selected point, when

the aircraft is subjected to a four-per-rev vertical hub
excitation.
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Fig. 11. Structural Modal Response.

To identify those parameters which have the most ef-

fect on the response of selected normal modes in the

area of interest of the structure, a sensitivity analysis

was performed. For this study, the tailboom which

As can be seen, mode 17 contributes the most to

the total response. In addition, examination of other
modes and the results obtained from the DMAP in-

dicated that the fifteenth mode (i.e., 17.268 I'Is} to

be the next highest contributor to the response of the

point of interest. Therefore, these two modes {i.e.,
modes 15 and 17) were selected to be used in a follow-

ing design sensitivity analysis. This selection process
was repeated for two other types of hub excitations

(i.e., longitudinal and lateral excitations) and a simi-
lar pattern was obtained.



is in the close proximity of the vertical tail was se-
lected. The cross-sectional area, the two ames mo-

ments of inertia, sad the torsional constarit parame-
ters were selected as the design variables. The two

dominant stick model modes (i.e., modes 15 and 17)

which represented mainly the tailboom vertical and

lateral bendings, were selected am the "constraint" pa-
rameters. The design sensitivity analysis was per-
formed for all twelve tailboom frame segements and

a set of sensitivity coefficients obtained. These are

shown in Fig. 11 and 12.
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Fig. 11. Sensitivity Coefficients, Mode 15
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Fig. 12. Sensitivity Coefficients, Mode 17

Examination of these figures revealed that the two

area moments of inertia parameters have the most ef-

fect on the frequency placement of the two selected

modes. Consequently, these parameters were altered

which shifted the frequencies of these two modes away

from the four-per-rev excitation frequency (°j • This

process resulted in a reduction of the vibration level

at the tip of vertical tail. Similar changes were also
made to the same locations of the full model and the

response of the vertical tail was calculated.

VIII. Concluding Remarks

A summary ofthe MDHC's effortrelatedto the devel-

opment of DAMVIBS dynamic modeling guidelines,

testingand the correlationstudieshu been presented.

As a resultof thiswork, a set ofcomprehensive mod-

elingprocedure and check out toolshave been gener-

ated which have been used in modeling of largeair-

frame structures.These procedures which been used

in the ongoing enhancement process of the exiting

MDHC product models, have alsobeen appliedto the

newly developed product models. Throughout this

program, a substantialamount of experienced have

been gained in creatingother reliableairframe finite

element models(to)which are used during the design

process.Through such improved modeling capability,

a better estimation for man-hour requirements and

schedulingprocessisnow possible.

In relationto performing shake testsand efficientuse

ofthisdata,our capabilityhas been substantiallyen-

hanced. This has been accomplished through use of

experiencegained during thisprogram in the preper-

stion of bettertest plans,performing the the shake

testswhere issuessuch as support of teststructure,

applicationsof loads or load levelsare of great im-

portance. Reduction and applicationof testdata to

the model resulted in improved corrolationmethod-

ology which alsobrought into focusthe shortcomings

associatedwith differentcorrelationmethods and the

inaccuracy associatedwith higher analyticalmodes.

Further examination of the testdata pointed out the

degree ofstructuralnonlineaxityand provided insight

intodamping characteristicsof the aircraftstructure.

The exchange of information between MDHC and

other three companies provided a means to compare

methodologies used by each group and the associated

results.Such an exchange of informationresultedin

improving certainareas of our models. One of these

areas was inclusionof secondary structuralcompo-

nents which have resulted in improving the correla-

tion results. Finall,these studieshave pointed out

new challengesinterms oflimitationsassociatedwith

FEA which need to be furtherinvestigated.

A summary ofthe lessonslearnedduring thesestudies

are listedas follow:

The staticfiniteelement model may be used for

dynamic analysisaftermaking the proper mod-

ifications.

The proper modeling of the mus distribu-

tion and representationof secondary and non-

structuralcomponents is essentialto accurate

vibrationmodeling. Automation of thisproce-

dure greatlyreduces modeling time.
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• Model checkout and verificationfacilitatesob-

taining accurate results. Automated DMAP

procedures enhance the analystscapabilitiesin

thisarea.

• The performance ofthe finiteelement model can

be significantlyimproved by the applicationof

the shake testresults.

• Utilizationofstationaryaccelerometersreduces

the testtime.

• Prior to performing the test,magnitude and

typesofexcitationloadsshould be studiedusing

FEM.

• Excellentcorrelationwith AH-64 shake testre-

sultswas obtained at most measurement loca-

tionsup to 13 Ha.

• Knowledge gained insuch a correlationstudy is

alsoapplicableto futureanalysisefforts.

s The vibration reduction obtained as a result

of a preliminary dynamic optimization study

demonstrated the applicability and benefits of

the model reduction technique.

• Confidence in finite element analysis as a valid

tool for predicting helicopter fuselage vibrations

has been greatly increased.
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ABSTRACT

A short history is traced of the work done at
Sikorsky Aircraft under the NASA/industry
DAMVIBS program. This includes both work
directly funded by the program as well as work
which was internally funded but which received
its initial impetus from DAMVIBS. The
development of a finite element model of the UH-
60A airframe having a marked improvement in
vibration-predicting ability is described. A new
program, PAREDYM, developed at Sikorsky,
which automatically adjusts an FEM so that its
modal characteristics match test values, is
described, as well as the part this program played
in the improvement of the UH-60A model.
Effects of the bungee suspension system on the
shake test data used for model verification are

described. The impetus given by the modeling
improvement, as well as the recent availability of
PAREDYM, has brought for the first time the
introduction of low-vibration design into the
design cycle at Sikorsky.

INTRODUCTION

Airframe vibration has always been a problem with
helicopters. Prior to the DAMVIBS program,
attempts to reduce it were usually limited to
making modifications or adding vibration-control
devices to an already designed and built airframe,
in a trial-and-error fashion. Mathematical [finite-
clement) models of the airframe structure were
little used as aids in this process, because they
were considered to be of insufficient accuracy to
reliably predict either absolute vibration levels or
even relative vibration sensitivities to design
changes. Analysis/test comparisons at the time
did not inspire confidence.

The purpose of the DAMVIBS program was to
raise the level of finite-element analysis to the
point where confidence in its vibration-prediction
capabilities would be possible, with the ultimate
objective of encouraging its use as a means of
introducing low-vibration design early into the
airframe structural-design process and thus
lowering the weight penalty typically paid by
hardware add-ons required to bring vibration
within specifications. The efforts of Sikorsky
Aircraft under DAMVIBS, including the directly
funded as well as the indirectly encouraged.
involved both of the above aspects: (I) improving
the finite-element modeling tool, and (2) finding
a way to apply the tool during the airframe design
process to achieve a low-vibration design with a
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minimum weight penalty.

IMPROVEMENT IN FINITE-ELEMENT
MODELING

It was recognized that any attempt at low-
vibration design would have to rest upon a base of
good predictive ability of finite-element modeling
of airframes. To that end, a major effort at
Sikorsky, under the DAMVIBS project, involved
the re-modeling, shake testing, analysis/test
comparison, and model improvement, of the UH-
60A airframe (Fig. I).

Fig. I UH-60A Black Hawk fuselage structure.

Re-modeling the UH-60A

Increasing the Mcsh Fin¢n_ss The re-modeling
of the UH-60A airframe is described in detail in
Ref. 1. The mesh fineness of the stiffness model

was increased in many areas over the pre-
DAMVIBS model. Many of the frames, beams, and
longerons, which had previously been modeled as
single BAR-element lines, were now modeled as
double lines of BAR elements, in order to provide
improved continuity at intersections of important
structural components and to be better able
assess the physical parameters of the latter. This
also allowed for easier input of cross-sectional
properties, and a more desirable element-force
output for the (static) stress analysts.

The resulting stiffness model of the DAMVIBS
model has over twice the number of d.o.f. [25,000
in the g-set) as the pre-DAMVIBS model. The
fineness of the mass model was increased
threefold, to about 450 mass lumps.

Modeling Secondary Structure The stiffness
modeling of some secondary structure, most
notably the cabin floor, was included for the first

p_£_.E_NG P.,._K/.P,:BLANK NO_ F_L_:tt)



time. The complete re-modeled DAMVIBS finite
element model (FEM) is shown in Fig. 2.

._,

Fig. 2 UH-60A DAMVIBS finite element model,

Updating the Element ProDerties Prior to
DAMVIBS, an FEM of a helicopter airframe would
typically be created during preliminary design,
and then left unchanged throughout the
remaining life of the aircraft, the significant cost
of updating the model not being deemed worth
its uncertain rewards. Since the final airframe
design would usually differ significantly from the
preliminary design, it is not surprising that large
discrepancies usually occurred between the FEM
and the actual shake-tested airframe. An
important part of the DAMVIBS re-modellng
effort was the updating of all of the element
properties in the FEM to match those of the final-
design drawings.

Comparison of the DAMVIBS FEM with Shake
Test Results

Shake T_sting the UH-60A The UH-60A
production airframe was rigorously shake-tested,
using stepped-sine frequency-excitation sweeps
with the forces applied at the main rotor hub, one
direction at a time. The testing was controlled by
computer software developed by Imperial College
of Science and Technology. The resulting
frequency response functions (FRF's) were stored
on computer discs, and were subsequently curve-
fitted to obtain the modal properties of the
structure, using both the Imperial College and the
SMS Modal 3 SE software systems. The testing
and analysis of test data is described in detail in
Reference 2 (for the I0,000 Ib weight-empty
configuration) and in Reference 3 (for the 13,500
Ib minimum-flight-weight configuration).

Analysls/test Comparison Analysis/test
comparisons are described in detail in References
2 and 4 (for the I0,000 Ib configuration) and in
Ref. 5 (for the 13,500 Ib configuration). Fig. 3
shows a comparison of the natural frequencies
predicted by the 13,500 Ib DAMVIBS FEM
compared with those extracted from the test

frequency-response functions. In general, the
analytical frequencies are lower than test, with an
average error of 7.5%. While this is a significant
improvement over the pre-DAMVIBS model
(which had an average error of 12.8%), significant
differences still remained to be resolved before

real confidence in the vibration-predlctlon ability
of the model could be established.
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Fig. 3 Comparison of pre-DAMVIBS and DAMVIBS
FEM'S with shake test.

Improvement to the UH-60A DAMVIBS FEM

Development of PAREDYM One of the most
important results of the DAMVIBS project was the
change in climate in industry regarding the
importance of airframe finite element modeling.
This change manifested itself at Sikorsky in the
decision taken about six years ago to embark, with
aid of the University of Bridgeport, upon a project
to develop a method which would automatically
modify the element properties in an FEM so that
its modal characteristics would agree with those
found in test; in other words, a method which
would scientifically identify the causes of the
discrepancies between predicted and measured
values.

Based on the method described in Ref. 6, a

general method, called PAREDYM (PArametric
REfinement of DYnamic Models), was developed
and programmed in MSC/NASTRAN DMAP
language (Ref. 5). In this program, FORTRAN
codes are used for iterative looping control and
for updating, in each loop. the NASTRAN input
bulk data.

The iteration procedure of the method is as
follows:

(1) Start with an initial FEM. Set iteration
counter k=0.

(2) Perform modal analysis (Rigid Format 63)
to determine {Ya}k, where {Ya} includes

natural frequencies {(oa} and mode shapes

{_a).
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(3) Compute design sensitivity matrix IT]k
(Rigid Format 53) and the modal

differences {AY]k =[Ye} - (Ya]k, where

IYe} = modal values from test.

(4) Set {AB]k+ I = ([[TIT[T]] - I [TIT{Ay}) k

(5) Update FEM

(6) Check the convergence criterion for
analysis/test agreement in modal values.

a, Stop procedure if it is met.
b. Continue procedure if it is not met.

(7) Set k = k+l and go to step (2).

This process continues until the desired
agreemen._ with test is obtained. Difficulties
encountered, such as matrix Ill-conditioning and
mode crossing, when applying the method to real
large-scale structures, are discussed in Ref. 5.
Ref. 7 describes an efficient way, developed and
applied in PAREDYM, of accommodating ill-
conditioned equations, called epsilon-
decomposition.

Applying PAREDYM to the UH-(_0A FEM
PAREDYM was applied to the UH-60A, using the
FEM of Fig. 2. generated under DAMVIBS,
together with the test data obtained under
DAMVIBS. To keep the computer time
manageable, use was made of the linking feature
in NASTRAN which allows properties of more
than one element to be tied to a single "design
variable". The element properties were grouped
into seven regions [Fig. 4), with the cabin secUon
further subdivided into four regions (top. bottom,
and two sides). In each region the element
properties were linked together into four design
variables, one linking all plate (QUAD4) elements
in the outer shell and one linking them in the
inner structure, with plate thickness as the
design-variable parameter; one linking all beam
[BAR) elements in the outer shell, and one

linking them in the inner structure, with beam
cross-sectlonal area as the design -variable
parameter. These, together with five stabilator
attachment spring parameters, gave a total of 45
design variables. Mass properties were kept
constant.

ST,., . %7

TA 7 Transl, t,on

(') _ ®

Fig. 4 UH-60A: regions within which element
properties are linked for PAREDYM program.

Figure 5 shows the iteration results of targeting
six of the FEM's natural frequencies to their
corresponding test values (The six modes chosen
had the best mode-shape agreement with their
test counterparts.), The frequency errors are all
seen to converge to near zero in six iterations.
Figure 6 shows the corresponding changes in
deslgn-variable properties which achieved this
convergence.
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design variable changes for six-

Improving the UH-60A FEM At this point the
above-calculated element properties could have
been incorporated into the FEM, with the
knowledge that a good correlation of at least six of
its natural frequencies was assured. However, a
"mathematical fit" improvement to the model was
not what was desired here, but rather a "correct"
improvement, that is one based on physical
modeling principles, which would result in a
model capable of making trustworthy dynamic
response predictions due to later structural or
mass configuration modifications.

Thus the calculated updates to the element
properties were examined as to what they might
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be indicating regarding modeling deficiencies.
The large stiffness increases called for in the
cabin overhead region, for example, could be
pointing to the considerable amount of
unmodeled (from a stiffness standpoint)
secondary structure in this region. A model of a
major part of this secondary structure, the
firewalls and their connecting structure, was
created and added to the airframe FEM. It was
surmised that the stiffness increase called for in
the main transmission was due to the neglecting
of the stiffeners in the connecting structure
between the input modules and the main housing.
To account lot this, the thickness of the plate
elements in this region were doubled. The large
stiffness increases called for in the tail cone

region were not acted upon since no physical
justification for them could be thought of.

With the" above modeling changes, plus the
addition of a rough model of the windshield and
cockpit doors, the agreement of the model with
I_'st has improved to the point where serious
(:onfidence in its predictions is noL" possible. As
shown in FLgure 7, there now exists a one-to-one
correspondence between the first 10 analytical
modes and the first 10 fuselage test modes, in the
frequency range up through the blade passage
frequency of 17.2 Hz (Two test moJes which had
their origin in the suspension system are not
included here but will be discussed in the next
section.). The average frequency error of these
modes has now dropped from 7.5% to 3.2%, and
the average MAC value has Increased from 0.70 to
0.82 (the MAC value is an indicator of mode shape
agreement, 1.0 Indicating perfect agreement).
Figures 8 and 9 show the improvement of a
representative frequency response function (FRF)
resulting from these latest modeling changes.
Further details of the above are given in Ref. 6.
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Effect of Bungee Suspension System

Along with the closer look given to finite element
modeling, a closer look was also given to the
shake test data which were being used for model
verification. As an example of this closer look,
the test FRF in Fig. 9 shows evidence of a test
mode near 7.9 Hz for which no analytical
equivalent is calculated. This test mode, and
another one of similar frequency, in response to a
lateral shake, were suspected of being modes
originating not with the fuselage, but with
transverse motions of the suspension system. A
large response peak near 7.9 Hz. for an
accelerometer placed on the suspension system
during one frequency sweep, provided additional
evidence for this.

The airframe was suspended from the ceiling,
during shake testing, by a bungee system shown
schematically in Figure I0. Since the bungees are
made soft enough to keep the rigid body modes of
the airframe low with respect to its elastic
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modes, airframe analyses have traditionally been
run in a free-free condition with the suspension
system unmodeled. To Investigate the effect of
the suspension system on the test results, and
thus on the analysis/test correlation, an FEM of
the suspension system was formulated and added
to the improved fuselage FEM. Modal analyses
were done using the differential stiffness
approach in NASTRAN in order to include the
necessary stiffening effects of gravity on the
suspension system.
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Figure 11 shows a comparison with test of the
same FRF after the addition of the model of the
suspension system. It Is seen that the analysis
with the suspension system predicts an additional
mode (at 7.37 Hz) which is close in frequency to
the prevlously-unmatched test mode (found at 7.9
Hz). The analytical mode is basically a fore-and-
aft mode of the main rotor suspension system,
but, as seen in the analytical shape (Figure 12), it
couples strongly with the fuselage, causing the
mode to appear in test as a fuselage mode. The
striking agreement between the analytical and the
test mode shapes, in the fuselage region, the only
reglon measured, adds evidence that thls test
mode is now being correctly predicted.
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DESIGNING LOW VIBRATION INTO A NEW

AIRFRAME

With newly-found confidence in the ability of an

FEM to predict the vibration properties of a

structure, the next logical step was to move into

the final area addressed by DAMVIBS, namely the

introduction of low-vibration design into the

airframe design process. Although the PAREDYM

program was originally developed to improve a

finite element model [FEM) to bring it into

agreement with test, the generality of its
formulation allows for its use also as a minimum-

vibration design tool. In essence, the program

calculates a minimum set of element property

changes which cause the modal properties

(natural frequencies and mode shapes) of the

FEM to move in the direction of a pre-assigned

set of target values. These target values can be
obtained from shake test (when it is desired to

bring the FEM into agreement with existing test

data), or they can be a set of design goals (in the

case of a structure under design) which are
desired for the structure, in order for it to have

low response levels, at the required critical
locations, and under the expected excitation

forces and frequencies.

Application to a New Design

Natural Frequency Modification With the next

new helicopter design at Sikorsky, low-vibration

design was attempted from the earliest

prelimlnary-design stages. A frequency-response

analysis was made of an early-design 3000-d.o,f.

FEM of this aircraft, using blade-passage-

frequency hub loads derived from rotor wind

tunnel tests as the inflight excitation forces.
Initial results are shown in Figure 13, for pilot

lateral and vertical response, with the hub load

frequency artificially varied over a range of

frequencies, in order to better understand the

nature of the response. At the blade passage

frequency, the calculated responses were found to
be excessive. To reduce them, six modes, all

having natural frequencies near the excitation

frequency, were identifled as being the major

contributors to the vibratory response. PAREDYM

was used to move these modes away from the

excitation frequency, and in Fig. 14 it can be seen

that by the seventh iteration they all have moved

well out of that neighborhood. The new

frequency response plots reflect this shift in

natural frequencies in the absence of nearby

resonance peaks (Fig. 15). Pilot lateral response

has accordingly been reduced by 62%. However,

contrary to expectations, the pilot vertical
response has actually increased.
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Mode Shape Modification In an effort to further

reduce the responses, the critical-location

components of the mode shapes contributing the

most to the responses, were targeted to be
reduced in PAREDYM. Figure 16 shows the

reduction of the mode shape components at pilot
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Fig. 16 Mode shape optimization: mode shape vs
solution iteration, pilot (a) lateral and (b) vertical

components (no constraints).

vertical after five Iterations. The two largest

components at pilot vertical are seen to drop by
60% and 85%. Figure 17 shows the frequency

responses at the same location following the last

iteration; a 67% overall reduction in pilot

response has been achieved.
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Figure 18 shows the associated design variable
changes in the cabin (beam cross-sectlonal areas
and skin panel thicknesses], that accompanied
the above vibration reduction. The changes are
seen to range from a 500% increase to a 80%
decrease. The extremes of these changes were
not considered to be feasible, from a design
standpoint. The large stiffness increases would
cause a considerable weight penalty, in the
present case amounting to 2% of the total weight
of the helicopter. The large stiffness reductions
could severely reduce the life of the structure. It
was thus considered necessary to introduce into
the program both the ability to minimize the total
weight change, as well as the ability to put limits
on the individual design variable changes.
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Fig. 18 Frequency and mode shape optimization:
cabin deslgn-variable changes (no constraints).

Incorporation of Total-weight-change
Minimization and Desi2n-variable Side Constraints_
ULt_.._B_JZ_ To minimize the total weight
increase of the structure, the sum of all the mass
changes implied by the design variable stiffness
changes was introduced explicltly into the
objective function, for minimization, through the
use of Lagrange multipliers.

For the design problem, the size of many
members can only be reduced by a limited
amount to ensure the structural strength and can
only be increased a certain amount to maintain
proper weight distribution. In order to achieve
these requirements, upper and lower bounds
(side constraints) on the design variable changes
are imposed in each iteration. Should the design
variables become higher or lower than the
respective preset limits, they are set equal to
those limits.

Effect of Including Minimum Weight Change and
Design VBriBble Constraint@ Following the
incorporation of the above two capabilities, the
low-vibration design problem was re-examined. A
total-mass-change minimization was introduced,
as well as +_30% side constraints on each design
variable. Figure 19 shows the resulting new
frequency-modification results with the above
constraints now included• Comparing with Figure
14. it is seen that the natural frequencies now
have more difficulty in converging to their target
frequencies. This Is expected: when the most
sensitive (effective] design variables reach their
limits, the program has to switch to less effective
design variables to continue the frequency
shifting, thus slowing down the process.
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Figure 20 shows the corresponding FRF's at the
pilot lateral and vertical, following these
iterations, with the above constraints applied.
The resulting changes in pilot response,
compared to the original design, are a 54%
reduction in pilot lateral, and a 1% Increase in
pilot vertical, giving an overall reduction of 39%
in the resultant pilot response (pilot lateral was
originally twice as large as pilot vertical], with the
total weight increase equaling only 0.1% this
time. Although this is less than the 67% overall
vibration reduction achieved earlier without
constraints, it now represents a more realistic
goal. Further details on the methods used for
low-vibration design are given in References 8
and 9.
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CONCLUSIONS

A short history has been traced of the work done
at Sikorsky Aircraft under the NASA/industry
DAMVIBS program. This includes both work
directly funded by the program as well as work
which was internally funded but which received
its initial impetus from DAMVIBS.

The development of a finite element model of the
UH-60A airframe having a marked improvement
in vibration-predicting ability has been traced. A
new program, PAREDYM, which automatically
adjusts an FEM so that its modal characteristics
match test values, has been developed at
Sikorsky. This program has shared in the
improvement of the UH-60A model.

Along with the closer look at finite element
modeling, which was engendered by the
DAMVIBS program, came also a closer look at the
shake test data which were being used for model
verification. A preliminary investigation showed
important effects on the airframe test data of the
bungee system used to suspend the test article,
effects not normally accounted for in finite
element modeling.

Io

2.

o

4.

The impetus given by the modeling improvement 5.
as well as the new availability of PAREDYM
brought the introduction of low-vibration design,
through the control of modal parameters, into the
airframe structural design cycle at Sikorsky. A
description of how PA_EDyM was used to do this,
along with some of the difficulties encountered, 6.
was described.

The objective of the DAMVIBS program was to
raise the level of the finite-element modeling of
helicopter airframes to the point where it would
be taken seriously in its ability to predict vibration
and in its ability to bring low vibration into the
airframe design process. DAMVIBS has
succeeded in doing this. Although much
improvement remains to be done, it has brought
respectability to the analytical prediction of
inflight helicopter vibration, and its stated goal of
bringing low vibration into the design process of
helicopter airframes has been seriously begun.

7.

.

9.
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